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7NOMENCLATURE
The principal symbols are shown below. Symbols which
denote quantities which have only a temporary significance
are not shown, but are clearly defined in the text. The
dyadic notation is briefly discussed in section 1.3.
Throughout this work, overhead bars (-) are used to denote
quantities associated with some primary steady flow, while
the superscript. (o ) is used to denote perturbed quantities.
The numbers in parenthesis which occasionally follow the
IL
u definitions indicate the equation number which corros°porids
to the particular defini-tion.
ANA....,.. Nth Rivlin-Ericksen kinematic tensor, (1.43)F
B	 ........ Left Cauchy-Green tensor, (1.20)
C	 ........ Right Cauchy-Green tensor, (1.17)
Ct	 .....o. Right relative Cauchy-Green tensor, (1.46)
C	 ..	 ....r Residues of the complex viscosity j(ot) , (2.
-D	 ........ Rate of strain tensor s 	 (1.33)N
D/Dt	 .... Material time derivative, (1.11)
dc/dt	 0 ... Convected derivative, (1.57)
cd	 /dt	 .... Convected derivative, 	 8(lay	 )
2ds	 .,.,.. Element of the arc lengthS
det
	 ...... The determinant operator
.
Gf. ^	 '1 X
r+ 'S
r	 1
E `....... Linear strain tensor, (1.29)
E ........ One-dimensional strain
e ........ Extension rate, (5.1)
F	 ........ Deformation gradient function, (1.13)
Ft 	....... Relative deformation gradient function, (1.45)
Fd
	....... Total external drag, (4.29)
F	 ........ Dimensionless group defined by eq. 	 (4.36)
G .,t (t-s)	 .. History of the strain, (1.82a)
G	 ........ Dimensionless group defined by eq. (4.36)
Oj/
j
zrt g	 ........ Body force vector
r
` H	 ........ Mean curvature of the filament surface, (3.6)
h	 ....... Elastic modulus, (2.2)
4
I	 ........ Identity tensor
•^ N
In(	 )	 .... Modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order n
^ o
N	 ....... Lagrangian strain tensor, (1. 23a)
r
K	 ........ Shear rate
4 KO (t)	 ... Indefinite integral of r°(t), (5.34)
Kn(	 )	 ... Modified Bessel function of the second kind of
xifl .zr
order n
r
R,
.^'
x
1{LµI µ
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i
t
T NOMENCLATURE (continued)
k'........ Wave number of a disturbance-wave
k* ....... Wave number of the fastest growing disturbance-
wave
L ........ Used throughout to denote some characteristic length
M(s;e) ... Memory Kernels, (5.30)
n ........ Outward unit normalN
P,Q ...... Non-linear operators involving time derivatives,
c (2.21)
PL , Q L	... Linear operators in	 a/at
p........ Pressure
q	 ,1 q 2	 ... Material functions in steady extension, (5.3)
y R( )	 ..... Variable radius of the filament
LL Ro ....... Constant radius of the .filament (or unperturbed jet)
t r
RL
....... Reynolds No., (4.36)
Rm ....... Dimensionless group defined by eq. (4.36)
r	 ........ Radial coordinate
_ x S'r.	 ....... The stress tenso-
s	 ........ The stress vectorr
s	 . . . . . . . . Time -
w T	 ,....... Extra stress tensor; T = S + pI
TZ ....... Dimensionless stress defined by eq. (4.77)
T ........ Dimensionless stress defined by eq. .(4.77)
r
xi
NOMENCLATURE (continued)
T ........ TZZ - Trr , (5.74a)
tt ........ Tangential unit vector, (4.6b)
t ........ Time
tr ....... The trace operator, (1.3)
u ........ Displacement vector, (1.24)r
Vo ....... Used to denote a constant or an average velocity
v ........ Velocity vectorN
vz 000.000 Axial velocity
yr	 Radial velocity
v ....... Tangential velocity
v ........ Dimensionless velocity defined by eq. (4.34)
W ......... Mass flow rate, (4.17)We
z ...	 Axial coordinate
Greek Symbols
a ........ Complex variable-o-ften interpreted as a complex
frequency associated with a disturbance-wave
I
k C41 0000... The fastest growing rate of a.disturbance-wave
ti	 Po 	Fluid constants, (4.62)^1
r ........ Velocity gradient tensor
Linear operator defined by eq. (3.14)
........ Dimensionless radius defined by eq. (4.34)
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NOMENCLATURE (continued)
l
........ Dimensionless length defined by eq. (4.34)
710	 ....... Zero or Newtonian viscosity
A
'q(a)	 .... Complex viscosity of linear viscoelasticity, (2.3)
'n(iw)	 Complex viscosity in vibrational motions
The real and imaginary parts of a complex viscosity
i11 ...... The absolute value of a complex viscosity
1r	 Ij (.t)
co
....... Lim..
d
	 CO .
VOL,K) ... Complex viscosity of the superposed motion in
steady shear flow
'q(od ,e) .. Complex viscosity of the superposed motion in
steady extension
'I T ....... Trouton, or elongational viscosity, (1.98)
V(t-s) ... Relaxation function of linear_ viscoelasticity
^i	 ....... Fluid time constants
 VA µr ....... Reciprocals of the relaxation times of linear
viscoelasticity,	 (2.2)
'........ Small surface perturbation
J........ Density
C"........ Coefficient of surface tension
.o..	 ..o Dimensionless group defined by eq. 	 (4.36), also, 
in chapter 5 Z
	
is used to denote the quantity
given b	 e_.g	 y	 q5.96)C
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NOMENCLATURE (concluded)
........ Time
(i	 ........ Relaxation Kernels, (5.47)
< u ........ Stream function, (3.12)
^J i	...... Relaxation Kernels, (5.51), (5.54)
w	 ........ Angular frequency of a sinusoidal motion.
11	 ........ Vorticity tensor, (1.34)
Hebrew Symbols
.....:... Dimensionless group defined by eq. (4.70)
'F
........ Dimensionless group defined by eq. (4.77)
MMI ......`.. Wave length of a disturbance-wave
n4
t,
Other Symbols
0	 ........ Zero tensorN
t..... Jaumann derivative	 (1.56)
a/at	 ..... Partial derivative
p	 ....... The gradient operator
(	 )	 ...... Denotes a Laplace transform
..
....... Functional, (1.82)
w S=o
:^
d	
....- Fre-chetdifferential, ( 5.26)
r: S=O_
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Ielastic fluid at rest and under tension constitutes the
subject matter of this work.
The stability of a filament of fluid which is initi-
ally at rest (relative to small surface disturbances) is
studied in reference to the phenomenon of the break-up of
f
4 capillary jets. The stability analysis shows that a jet of
' a viscoelastic fluid which is characterized by a complex
)3
viscosity that is bounded in absolute value is less stable
M than a jet of a Newtonian fluid of the same zero viscosity.
t The theoretical results are subsequently evaluated in the
light of existing experimental data.
z: L
The steady, state behavior of a liquid filament: under
tension is studied within the context of fiber spinning
. =x
4 processes. The results of the theoretical analysis show
that fluids which exhibit an apparent viscosity which in-
creases with the axial component of the deformation-rate,
are capable of forming filaments (under tension) of
lengths greater than the corresponding filaments of fluids
which do not possess this property. The, physically ob-
served, superior..spinnability of viscoelastic fluids over
I
,. Newtonian fluids is, hence, attributed to the above
U1,
xv
t
x:	 property.
The stability of a cylindrical liquid filament in
r
Mr a.
steady extension (relative to small surface disturbances)
is also examined. The rheological properties of the fil-
ament fluid are represented by Noll's Simple Fluid Theory.
Constitutive equations which describe small perturbations
superposed on steady, extension are developed. The stabil-
ity question is, in turn, dependent upon two material
functions of the steady motion, and a complex viscos^•^y
which arises from the constitutive equations of the per-
. turbed flow. The analysis shows that whereas a filament of
a viscoelastic fluid at rest is less stable than a Newto-
nian filament of the same zero viscosity, the opposite
' effect is more likely to occur when.the filament is under
tension (steady extension).
}f
I
xvir
• to 1 -	
,.
a
ti r^r
1.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS
^i
When a Newtonian fluid is ejected from a cylindrical
nozzle, the emerging jet is subjected to small surface
disturbances. Owing to the action of the surface tension
forces these initial disturbances develop into an axisymmet-
ric wave which grows exponentially, the jet finally breaking
up into droplets. This break-up phenomenon is illustrated on
the following page (fig. 1.1). The break-up pattern of a jet
of a typical viscoelastic fluid, on the other hand, is mark-
edly different (fig. 1.2). No wave formation is apparent,
Instead, a series of large droplets are formed at irregular
intervals along the axis of the jet; these droplets are
connected by long cylindrical filaments of fluid which thin
with distance, eventually leading to the break-up of the
liquid column. These filaments possess a remarkable stability
with respect to any theoretical prediction that is based on
the behavior of a Newtonain fluid.
The formation of Liquid filaments is not typical only
to the behavior of capillary jets of viscoelastic fluids.
to 	 ,J
In fact it seems to represent a unique 'feature in all atom-
-	 K
processesses which involve viscoelastic fluids
r	 !:
t
r
v
1r
droplets the sheet breaks up into a large number of file-
e merits of fluid. The break-up of a liquid sheet formed by
two impinging jets of viscoelastic fluids reveals a similar
f° pattern.
• A stabilizing effect of viscoelastic additives on the
atomization of fluidsa  has also been noted by Davies L18].
Wilcox [73] has shown that viscoelastic additives increase
the stability of liquid droplets exposed to'high-velocity
air stream and concluded that such additives may find use-
ful applications in various processes in which fluids are
atomized. Viscoelastic additives have also been suggested
for use in Liquid rocket fuel systems to prevent sloshing
3
;.	 of the fuel at zero gravity.
The effects noted above are of particular significa-
t
nce since they can be brought about by the addition of
amountsonly small	 of viscoelastic additives to a Newto-
nian fluid without introducing any appreciable changes in
other properties of interest (e.g. heat capacity). An
understanding of these effects can therefore prove very
valuable in many engineering applications such as liquid-
' liquid extraction, chemical sprays and fuel combustion.
't s1
^v
.3
14
The formation of liquid filaments during the atomiza-
tion of viscoelastic fluids poses two questions. The first
relates to the formation of the filament per se. In contrast
to Newtonian fluids, viscoelastic fluids are generally capa-
ble of producing elongated liquid filaments. Some of these
fluids can be drawn by hand into a stable filament over a
yard long and a fraction of a millimeter in diameter. This
rt o 	
.y
property represents one of the essential features of the
process 'of fiber spinning. It has been claimed that visco-
elastic properties are necessary to the spinning process,
^ t
Indeed, some of the characteristic viscoelastic phenomena
have been adopted as rough measures of spinnability (i.e.
the ability to ford fibers). However, the apparent adapt-
ability of viscoelastic fluids to the spinning process and
its relation to the rheological properties that these fluids
possess are not entirely understood Furthermore, the steady
flow behavior of a filament under tension has not yet been
translated adequately into a proper mathematical analysis,
t1
-..	
The second problem relates to ' . the unusual stability of
the filaments once they are formed." Thin threads of fluid
which have been occasionally observed during the break-up
of a Newtonian jet are very short-lived and soon break into
spherical droplets. On the other hand`; the corresponding
'	 viscoelastic filaments exhibit no apparrent instabilities.
7!
•	
.
5
This stable behavior may be related to the possibility that
the threads are subjected to axial tension in consequence of
the relative motion of the large droplets to which the threads
are connected. The fact that the threads grow thinner and
longer along their flight way seems to confirm such a possi-
bility. Inasmuch as viscoelastic fluids are known to possess
a resistance to stretching which increases with the stretch-
ing rate, it is likely that a state of axial tension along
a filament may enhance its stability. 'this, however, has
never been confirmed and a corresponding quantitative analysis
has not yet been undertaken.
1.2 AIM AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS
The hydrodynamical behavior of _a filament of a visco
elastic fluid in a relaxed state and under tension _consti-
tutes the subject matter of this thesis. -A concurrent con-
sideration_emerges continuously throghout the work,
namely, the constitutive description of the theological
M	 behavior of the filament fluid. This in itself is a major
problem. since our knowledge of proper constitutive equations
^r for real fluids is rather incomplete. A serious consideration
R
s given to the choice and the subsequent evaluation ofwa g 	 g	 	 the
constitutive theories which are used in thepresent study.
t
This could perhaps be regarded as an additional contribution
r
r1
6
to the understanding of viscoelastic fluids.
i
	
	 The remainder of this chapter is designed to provide
the reader with the necessary background for the subsequent1	 perusal of the main body of work. We review, in this order,.
1	 (a) the basic concepts and definitions which are used to
describe the deformation of a continuum; (b) the basic prop-
erties of viscoelastic fluids; (c) constitutive theories
which are commonly used to describe the rheological proper-
ties of viscoelastic fluids; (d) previous work bearing upon
the present study.
Since a considerable portion of the present work in-
wolves the use of a linear stability analysis, chapter 2
is devoted to the study of the dynamic response of viscoelas-
tic fluids to smell deformations which are superimposed
either on a quiescent state or on initially stressed fluids.
The linear theory of viscoelasticity can also ,be used to
establish an important guideline for the choice ex the for-
"N
mulatioi),of proper non-linear theories. 	 {.
Chapte-,F 3 present an analysis of the capillary stability
of a jet of a viscoelast is fluid. The analysis is based on,,
the assumption thAt the jet is initially relaxed and is movm s`:
in horizontally w	 y
Y,
g	 y ith a constant velocity. Its therefore
equivalent to the description of the stability. of a cylin-	 ..
derical filament which is , initially at rest,
r—a
7
w
The fourth chapter is devoted to the study of the steady
state behavior of a- filament under tension. Inasmuch as this
represents the mechanical aspect of the spinning of fibers,
has been formulatedthe problem	 and solved under conditions
h that are encountered in commercial spinning processes.
Chapter S is devoted to the study of the stability of
a filament which is sub'ected to axial tension. Here theJ
basic flow profile which describes the elongation of the
filament under tension is assigned a priori,and the stabil-
ity of the filament, relative to small surface disturbances,
is examined by means of the usual perurbation techniques,
t' Chapter 6 closes this work with summary and conclusions.
i
ii
i
T4
w ,
s
W.	 _
8Kinematics is the description of the motion of a body.
Within the domain of continuum mechanics a body is viewed as
a set of points (generally referred to as ap rticles or
material points) filling a three-dimensional space continuously.
The motion of the body is considered as the aggregate of the
motion of the individual points. Consequently, the motion of
the constituent particles determines the motion of the 'body as
a whored We review here some of the basic kinematic quantities
which are used throughout the present work.
On notation
Vectors will be denoted by lower case "letters with a tilde
underneath: v, u , d . .
`Second-order tensors are denoted by upper case letters with a
tilde underneath: S, T,
For simplicity, vectors and second-order tensors are referred
to a cart.esl.an coordinate system unless the specific situation
r
_ i requires otherwise. Whenever necessary the tensorial index no-
tation is used to denote the components of vectors or tensors;
i.e.	 C if , v i . The transpose and. the inverse of a second-order
tensor A are given by J and A 1,respectively.
The unit tensor, or identity transformation is denoted by I
I.A _
_	
_ (1Q 1)
i
detA is the determinant operator; i.e.
k
detA = I Aij (1.2) 
,t
ME -F"%
rtrA shall denote the trace of A,
trA = A:I
N	 P. r+
9
(1.3)
denotes the gradient operator. Finally, A-A is given by A2,
The deformation of _a body can be described by following
up the motion of its particles from some reference configura-
tion. Thus, the deformation function
X —
	
x (^ t )	 (l04)
relates the position x of a particle at time t to the posi-
N 
tion	 that the particle has occupied in the reference con-
figuration at time t o (to < t) o It is assumed that
a (XI., X 'L ' x3^ (1. 5)
a
so that eq.	 (1.4) can be inverted to
(X,^)
	
(106)
.c	
^'	
N	
N	 N
A quantity f can be described by a material description in
.;	 volving	 and t as the independent variables or , by a spatial
description in which N and t are the independent variables.
a:
The two descriptions are interchangeable, that is
r	 frx,t^=	 f^	 cx,	 ,	 tj	 (1.7)
and
f(,t) -	 1	 ^x	 t)^ 1 (1. 8)
Lf!	 where the quantities f appearing on both sides of eqs. 	 (1.7)
and (1.8) need not be of course identical in their functional
r	 form. Associated with these two descriptions are the following
time derivatives:
s^
St
	
^t Ix = constant
	 (1.9)
and the material derivative
Df(	 , 1) (1.10)
Dt _ constant
The two derivatives are related by means of a chain rule,
N
Al
^.. -
.F where v = v(x,t) is the velocity given by
~
r
1^	 N	 N
® (1.12)
D b
The gradient of x = x(^,t) with respect to	 is the
deformation gradient F,
tj
K Fi j	 ---	 ^3 x i (1.13)
xr
Eq.	 (1.5) implies that
1p, detF	 0 (1,14)
y r. The square of the element of length at time t is give by
ds 2 = dx-dx (1.15)
Y
or equivalently by
ds2 = dt•(C °d 	) (1016)9
•
where C is a symmetric, positive-definite tensor often called
the right Cauchy-Green tensor 	 it is given by
j
C = F •^ (1.17)
Pj	 r
a
or
C	 2$k^ (1,18 )
a a^
C
7
-	
.
is given by
11
ds^	 dt • A	 = dx - (B ®s dx)
o	 N	 N
(1.19)
i, N	 N	 N
where B 	 the inverse of the left Cauchy-Green tensor B::
^V N 1	 _1
B = F • F T	 B 1 = F7 . F (1.20)
N	 N	 .v
Y,
or
- a
y
*a	
-	 B	 J6	 a.^r..	 a.	 i	 10 (1.21)   
at ,	at s 	 ax k ax
squared arc lengthsThe difference in the 	 e at x and at.	 N N
gives a measure of the strain. Accordingly
ds2 m ds 2 - 2(dt. J•dt) = 2(dx •E • dx)N	 N (1.22)o	 N	 N	 N
y. where
w; 2J	 C _ I (1.23a)
and
r 2E = I	 B (1.23b)N	 N
ra '" are the La ran ian and the Eulerian strain tensors, respecti-
't
ve ly e
1
The classical theory of elasticity usually defines the
components of the strain in terms of a displacement vector
which describes the.._ 	 of a particle at time to and
at time to If	 and x are referred to the same coordinate
m
1
Y
system, the displacement vector u is given by
.
 u = x (1.24)
Now	 al S; _ d	 • d (1.25)
JL
N .v
7
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and
ds 2 = dx- dx = (du + d 	 (du + d
FV	 fw
from which it follows readily that
ds"'- dso	 auk + aul	 'aui D UL;
I 4.xkdXR
i 71 i —XA	 i–xh -;5–x R
(1.26)
(1•27)
The Eulerian strain tensor E can hence be given by
	
auk	 auk+ a uf	 (1.28)
	
X A	 k — — --g—t
,a X	 ;DXk X I
When the gradient of u, i.e.	 is small, corresponding
ax
to small deformations, the last terms in eq. (1.28) can be
neglected as being of second order of smallness. For small
deformation eq. (1.28) reduces to the familiar expression for
the linear strain E P
	
Ekt	 1 auk	 (1.29)
	
aR	 ax
Let P and P' be two neighboring particles which at time
t are located at points x and x + dx, respectively. The velov-
ty at point P relative to P' is given by
T
dv	 dx
where	 is the velocity gradient tensor,
(1.31)
v) can be decomposed into its symmetric and antisymetric
13
parts
IL	 V	 V	 +	 -J .4- ( tv-P V (1.32)
The symmetric part is the rate of strain tensor D
T
"V) + (VV) (1.33)
the antisymmetric part is the vorticit y -tensor
^
(VV
	 V
^	
gyp.
(1.34)
,y
The velocity gradient Vv and the rate of strain tensor are
related to the measures of the strain by the following rela
tionships (for proofs see reference 22):
DF/Dt	 (--4v)-F (1.35)
2)	 D(ds 2 ) /Dt	 Idx - (D dx) ( 1.36)
t. r	
A 3)	 DJ/Dt	 12DC/Dt	 FT D-, FPIP (1.37)
2 (1.38)
Dt
DJ = 	 DCJ	 D
2 Dt
s ince' TF(to)
	
F	 (to)
5), DE	 /Dt	 D (1.39)
,f4
The higher-order material derivatives of ds 2 define the
Rivlin-Ericksen kinematic tensors	 A	 (max, ,t) ;
Fa
14
DL (d S1) -= d k-(A^ N^• d xN	 ,^
Dt
IT
from which
(i)
(1040)
(1.041)
A	 =	 A	 (® v)7- A" ) 	 A e (® N	 (1.42)
D 
j and
DAMN-1,
	 T (N
	
"	
N	
D
On the Choice of Reference Configuration
In some cases particularly when the motion of a fluid
is described, it is convenient to trace the motion of a par-
	
t	 cle relative to the position x which the particle is occu
-... ter.
eying at the present moment to The path line of the particle
	
y :e	 is then given by
	
ar	 ^.
	
,.	 (1044)_
where 'L' is the variable time and	 is the position of the
 t time	 Corresponding tooparticle ^. 	 '^°	 P	 g	 9.	 1044 one can^
define as before, the deformation gradient, the Cauchy-Green
and the strain tensors. These are now denoted by - t oc) Ct ('C) 9
etc', and are generally referred to as the relative deforma-
tion gradient, the relative eight Cauchy-Green tensor, etc'
Thus , for examp le,
( 1045)Fc^, ^, l'^)	 x
rand
Ct (2) = F t (9')•FjV)	 (1.46)
Further, it is possible to show that F (t) and F t (`Z`) are related
aJ
to each other by the expression
F(T)
	
`,) (t)= F	 +F	 1.47,v	 ,o t (	 1__-* _-*a 
t^
1.. DYNAMICS
a
The Stress, Tensor
Consider a point.P in the interior of a body which is
subjected to external forces ° The resultant contact force
acting on a differential area da (with outward unit nornal,
i	 vector n fig. 1.3passing through P is given 'b s•da where
FO
s is the stress vector°
n
sda
4
P
da
Fig. 1.3 The stress vector
According to the stress hypothesis, the stress vector depends
on the orientation of the surface, i.e
;.	 s	 s (X,t ,n)
r However,_ application of a momentum balance to a small'tetra-
_.
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.	 n
+t `t
* 	 16
he;^.-Ion surrounding P shows that there exists a linear trans-
formation, or a tensor S1,D which transforms the unit vector
n into the stress tensor s,
s = n-S	 (1.48)
r	 !- eJ
S is the stress tensor. Specification of S as a function of
position and time determines the state of stress throughout
the body.
By a balance of moments it is, furthermore, possible
to show that,in the absence of body moments and couple
stresses, the stress tensor is symmetric,
T
S - S'	 (1.49)
! N	 N
For fluids at equilibrium,
t,
n•S	 -pn	 (1,50a)
r: or
.tl
S =
-p I	 (1.50b)er
4.^ where p is a hydrostatic scalar pressure. It is customary,
therefore, to split the stress tensor into two parts,
S = -pI + T	 (1.51)
such that T = 0 (0 being the zero tensor) for fluids at equi-
„s	 r
Librium. For a compressible fluid, the pressure p is given
by the equation of state of the fluid. If the fluid is incom-
pressible,, the pressure is indeterminate. This indetermi.nancy
can be removed by adopting some convention such as
trT = 0	 (1052)
`t
p = - -L trS	 (1.53)
and the extra-stress tensor T coincides with the stress
_-^-	 r4
deviator:
= S - ( trs,) ? (1.54)
The Objectivity of the Stress Tensor
One of Mahe basic -postulates of continuum mechanics is the
so-called principle of ma-er- ,1 indifference or, as it is some-
r.	 times called, the principle of material object!,va.t^ [66 1	 In
general it requires that a response of a material be inde •penQ-
ent of horn it is observed and hence be -the same in all frames
.;	 of reference. In particular if is assumed that the stress
tensor, which describes contest forces in a deforming body , be
.invariant under all changes of frame. If we describe a change
of frame x --:. xz°e by an orthogonal transformation Q (t) (i.e.
Q s Q') , it follows that the stress tensors corresponding to
_ positions x and x should satisfy
S
	
Q e S v Q•^
	
(1.55)N	 ^ t7 h'
The principle of material objectivity proves tobe an impor-
tant guide in formulating constitutive equations for all mate-
rials.
The Stress Flux
In the study of viscoelastic fluids it is often assumed
iLJ
r-
that the rheological behavior of these fluids depends upon
the time rate of change of the stress. A tensorial quantity
describing the stress rate is commonly called a stress flux.
Just as the stress tensor is objective, the stress flux must
also be objective. This rules out the ordinary material deri-
vative as a proper stress Zux. Instead, the following expres-
sions for the stress flux are commonly used by rheologists:
The operator Lf( ') g is called the Jaumann derivative or,
sometimes, the co-rotational _derivative ; it is discussed in
detail in reference44. The operators do/dt and do f dt are
b3 -- DS
33, t	 Dt
d,s
dt	 Dt
+ S • 11 4- fl ' S
+ 
(Vv^T S _+_ 3 • (®^ )
(1.56)
(1.57)
d`s_ DS	 (1.58)
d	 D t
usually called the convected derivatives they are discussed
in reference 26. It should be pointed out that the definition
of the stress flux is not unique. Besides eqs. (1.56)-(1.58)
i	 other .invariant stress fluxes can be formulated X23 ]
The Dynamic Equations
Use of the stress censor leads to the following expression
for the balance of linear momentum:
0	 pp _^	 (1. 59)D t	 O	 --1-I
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where g is a body force per unit mass. The present work deals
almost exclusively with a cylindrical geometry; hence, we
give below the components equations of (1.59) referred to a
cylindrical coordinate system (r, s , z)
	
p ayr	 yV1.avr + V Iva _ ve
Z
+ v} aVr _ ab
	
at	 ar	 r ae	 r	 a le ar
l	 (r Trr) +	 aTre + ^Tr^ _
V r	 r as
Ta +	 c^'r
r
(1.60a)
P ^LVA ^^at Vr a Ve ..+. Ve a Va + 	 +ar	 raa Vt a V's r ayr 'al
y ^.	 l;r^, Tree	 ^ aT6d .t	 Tea _.^.	 'P (1.60b)r ar r a a
p av^ + yr a vt + vo a Va v a
at - a r	 Y a6 a
a_ ( r Try) + 1 aTo + )T-^	 ^^	 (1..60c)
r ^, r
	
r a -	 a
(In the above, the components of T and v are the physical
components : )
r.
1.5 SUMMARY OF THE BASIC PROPERTIES OF VISCOELASTIC FLUIDS
The following is a brief summary of the principal pheno-
mina exhibited by viscoelastic :fluds. It is designed to ac-
.•:	 quaint the reader with the type of fluids being considered
^y
and to establish some terminology.
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A. Shear Thinning Viscosity and Normal Stress Effects in
Viscometric Flows
The bulk of the experimental results which characterize
the non-linear behavior of viscoelastic fluids has been ob-
tained in a special class of flows known as viscometric flows
[15]. These are isochoric steady motions that include
1) Shear flow between parallel plates (simple shear).
„
2) Tangential flow between two concentric cylinders in
relative rotation.
3) Flow in a cylindrical tube.
4) Flow between cone and plate.
5) Helical flow - combined tangential and axial flow in
an annulus
K Kinematically, a flow is wiscometric if the history of the}`' 1
tJny1
strain. C t ('C) , obeys
:r s
A^(x,t)C( ) = I -	 (t	 - T). A(I (x qt ) + (t	 _ T)	 Cl•61)tN	 dti	 ~	 Sy	 ~
.'
r[ 
where A
	
and A
	
are the first and second Rivlin-Ericksen
;{
.E tensors.
Consider, for example, the steady flow of viscoelastic
fluids between two parallel plates. The velocity profile is
Y $x given by
a
5{ where x l is orthogonal to the flow direction x^ 	 and K is
..rte
,
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the shear rate. Viscoelastic fluids generally exhibit the
following stress pattern,
S 12 = K.^(K)
S 22 - S 33 = tT,.(K2)2	 (1.63)
S 11	 S33 = O^"2,(K
S 23 = S13 = 0
where 'YI(K) is the shear viscosity, and c-1 (K2 ) and T ,(K2 ) are
the first and second normal stress differences, respectively.
An equivalent stress pattern is shown in all the viscometric
flows. In a Newtonian fluid there are no normal stress dif-
ferences and, in addition, the viscosity is independent of
the shear rate. The . viscosity -of viscoelastic fluids, on the
other hand, is shear dependent and generally decreases with
the shear rate; hence the use of the term shear thinning to
describe this phenomenon.
The normal stresses in viscoelastic fluids have been
studied experimentally in great detail 15) the results
showing that
cry >a CTL > 0	 (t.64)
The occurence of normal stress differences in the vicinity of
free boundaries, such as the edges of cylinders and pipes,
causes two striking phenomena which are totally absent in the
.	 .^	 .::	 .,	 .^....,	 ..^ ..	 ..._..	 ..	 ^..	 ,..	 .,^,..
L
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the case of Newtonian .fluids
Weissenberg Climbing Effect (72).
When a cylindrical rod is placed in the center of a
rotating cylinder, the fluid tends to climb up the rod. This
is shown schmatically in fig. 1.40
Swelling of a Jet.	 -'
When a viscoelastic fluid is ejected from a cylindrical
nozzle, the diameter of the resulting jet increases consider-
ably before reaching a constant value. This is illustrated in
fig.	 1.5.
i
swelling
'	 Pipe
Fig,.	 1.5
	
Jet swelling.
Fig . 1.4	 The climbing effect \,g	 g
B. Stres s Relaxation
When a deformed body is brought ", \to rest and held there,
the stresses attain their equilibrium value. In a Newtonian
fluid the s tresses generated during the ;deformation relax
instantaneously, the equilibrium stress being a hydrostatic
pressure. A viscoelast-ic fluid, on the other hand, is
^ r .
r-
:1
1
1
i
characterized by a gradual decay (occuring over a finite a-
mount of time) of the stresses when the fluid is suddenly
brought to rest.
C. Recoil
Recoil is the partial recovery of the strain occuring in
a deformed viscoelastic fluid when the driving force which
causes the motion is suddenly removed. For example, tracers
injected into a viscoelastic fluid flowing in a cylindrical
tube recoil back when the applied pressure gradient is sud-
denly released. The jet swelling phenomenon might also be, in
part,, a manifestation of strain recovery,
x- D. Drag Reduction
` -	 The addition of viscoelastic additives to a Newtonian
fluid may result in a considerable reduction of the drag in
F turbulent flow [30, 57] . The pressure required to produce a
given flow rate has often been reduced by as much as 60%.
.^ This phenomenon is all the more remarkable, because the ad-
f ditives prove effective _even at very low concentrations where
the viscosity of the solution hardly differs from that of the
solvent.
E. Elongational Viscosity
When a filament of a viscoelastic fluid is elongated
due to the application of tensile forces at the filament ends,
.x` the apparent viscosity is found to increase with the elongation
:. z
gig
	
Y
r
_ I
r
i^
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rate. This is in contrast to the behavior of viscoelatic flu-
ids in viscometric flows in which the shear viscosity decreases
with the shear rate. The behavior of a filament of a visco-
elastic fluid under tension is considered in detail in chapters
4 and 50
F. Oscillatory Response of Viscoelastic fluids.
When a Newtonian fluid is subjected to a sinusoidal
shearing motion of small amplitude, the resulting, periodic,
stress is in phase with the rate of oscillation, In the case
of viscoelastic fluids, the stress lags behind the oscillation
rate; the phase angle,` , being in the range of 00 < 0 < 90%
with	 = 90 corresponding to the response of a purely elastic
r	 body. The response of viscoelastic materials to small oscil-
a.,	 lato^_-y deformation is treated in chapter 2,
Finally we point out that there exists a class of non-
Newtonian fluids which exhibit a shear dependent viscosity in
viscometric flows but fail- to exhib-*.t any of the time-depen-
dent phenomena discussed above (e.g. stress relaxation and
25
1.6 CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
The constitutive equation relates the stresses in a body
to its motion. Together with the principles of conse =rvation of
mass, momentum and energy it forms a determinate system which,
in principle should be sufficient to furnish a complete solu-
tion subject to physically reasonable boundary and initial
conditions. The constitutive equation does not represent a
physical law; rather, it is a mathematical statement which
embodies out total experience with `a given material whose rhe-
ological properties we wish to describe. A sufficiently gene-
ral constitutive equation should therefore be capable of re-
producing accurately physical phenomena that.-have been ob-
served in the laboratory. However, once it is written down,. r
the constitutive equation may be regarded as an independent
mathematical theory which need not be confined to the limited
{	 range of experimental phenomena which guided its formulation.
..-	 ;	
,
The constitutive equation thus possesses a range which con-
tains but also extends beyond our physical experience. Indeed,
since our understanding of the rheological behavior of real
substances is of-ten vague and incomplete, the correspondence
r
of actual physical events to those predicted by the constitu-
,Y.
Imo; five equation is not always, clear. In this sense,  a constitu-
tive equation defines an ideal material and is very much ana-
logous to the equation of state of classical thermodynamics.
i
1
i
This section is not intended to provide an exaustive
review of constitutive equations, nor is it unduly condensed.
The engineer as well as the applied theoretician who deal with
processes involving viscoelastic fluids are constantly faced
with the fundamental problem of selecting_ a proper constitu-
tive equation which is capable of describing the properties of
the medium. It is not surprising therefore, that the litera-
r: tune of the 'last decade contains virtually hundreds of publi-
cations which deal directly or indirectly with constitutive
equations. Notwithstanding	 the number of hydrodynamical pro-
x
r,
blems for which an exact, or even an approximate solution
exist is rather small; and these problems generally belong to
r the realm of simple geometries and flow situations. Inasmuch
as the present work deals with flora situations which have re-
ceived little attention elsewhere, we review here some of the
fundamental concepts which are common to all constitutive
ra
theories,,and survey the more common constitutive equations
that are used by rheolAgists today.
For a constitutive equation to represent a material ad-
equately, certain physical and mathematical principles must
be satisfied. A full d1SCUSSion of these principles is given
by Truesdell [68]
	
we summarize some of these below:
(1) Consistency	the constitutive equation must be compati-
ble with the general principles of balance of mass, momentum
U j ter!
t
71r, Y IC
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and energy, and the second law of thermodynamics [1310
(2) Coordinate invariance ; the constitutive equation must
be stated in a manner that is independent of the specific
choice of coordinate system, i.e. in a tensorial language.
(3) The principle of determinism ; the present strews_ at a
material point is determined by the history of the motion in
the immediate neighborhood of this point.
(4) The principle of objectivity ; since the response of any
material is independent of the observer, the constitutive e-
quation must be invariant with respect to any arbitrary rigid
rotation of the frame of reference. That is to say, if the re-
ference frame and the material are rotated at the same time,
the constitutive equation remains the same. This principle
has already been mentioned in sec. 1.4.
To these principles, we feel, two more guidelines should
be added-.
(a) The constitutive equation which describes the response of
any isotropic viscoelatic material to small perturbations in
the vicinity of equilibrium has been deduced by Biot [5] from
thermodynamical considerations. Since the validity of this e-
quation is universally acknowledged, it is reasonable to re-
quire that any non-linear theory be compatible with the infi-
nitesimal. theory of viscoelasticityo That is, when linearized
about a quiescent state, any non-linear constitutive equation`
1
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1L
 should reduce to an equation whose time-dependent behavior is
equivalent to that predicted by the infinitesimal theory.
The consequences of this additional criterion are discussed
 
. ' It	 in detail in chapter 2.
(b) The second guideline is perhaps pertinent to engineering
rheology only. It is dictated by the need for explicit con-
stitutive equations that are simple enough to allow a.mathe--
matical solution of design problems. This is not to say-that
rt
the behavior of real materials is necessarily governed by
simple constitutive equations. This is to suggest that the
behavior of real materials be approximated, if necessary,.by
equations which allow meaningful correlation of experin.ental
data, and determine dimensionless groups for scale-up purposes.
On the Concept of Fluidity
Much of this work deals with incompressible fluids.
Since the intuitive notion of fluidity is often misleading,
we adopt here Noll's definition of an incompressible simple
fluid	 [42]; an incompressible simple fluid is a substance
which satisfies the following two postulates:
1) The present stress in an incompressible simple -.Fluid
is determined, to within a hydrostatic pressure, by the
history of the deformation.
2) No preferred configuration exists in a simple fluid.
The mathematical formulation of these concepts will be
1V
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considered presently. In the meantime we point out that all
the fluids considered in the present work, including Newto-
nian, are special. cases of simple fluids. Furthermore, it can
be shown that the definition of an incompressible simple flu-
id encompasses some of the previous notions of fluidity, e..g.
1) A fluid is a substance capable of flowing in all directions.
2) At equilibrium, the stress in a fluid reduces to a hydro-
static pressure,,
The first mathematical description of viscoelastic phe-
nomema were based on the superposition of elastic and viscous
effects, Maxwell, in his classical paper on the kinetic theory
of gases [341, describes the behavior of a linear one-dimen-
t ions 1 fluid by
 
of E	 (1.65)j T	 it
where S = S(t) and E E(t) denote the one-dimensional stress
and strain respectively. The mechanical response of the so-
called Maxwell fluid can be represented by a spring (elastic)
and a dash-pot (viscous) elements in series,
Fig. L6 Maxwell 'element
The first _lin4 r one dimensional theory describing a
vi scoelastic solid was developed by Meyer [38:1 and was studied
in detail by Voigt [70] whose name it usually bears. The
.^ .
r30
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Voigt solid is described by
—	 E. 4-- 1?00 d E
	
(1.66)
and can be represented by a combination of a spring and a
dash-pct in parallel,
Fig. 10 .9 The Vogt element
The Maxwell model can describe the phenomenon of stress re-
laxation and recoil (,,'being the relaxation time, i.e. the,
time required for the stress to decay to 1/e of its original
value). The Voigt ,solid can exhibit an effect associated with
viscoelastic solids namely, cree 124 o
Since the time of the origin al works, of Maxwell and
Meyer. (corresponding, respectively, to the years 1867 and
1874) , a vast literature has developed , in which the behavior
of viscoelastic materials is represented by mechanical spring
and dash-pot elements in all conceivable combinations. Need-
less to say, such theories apply only to the response of ma-
.	 aerials to linear (small) deformations. The transition from
r
one-dimensional 'to the corresponding three-dimensional de-
scription has 'been, on ti?e whole , accomplished arbitrar.11y
by replacing the uni-axial stress and strain by their
r,
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tensorial counterparts, and substituting partial derivatives
for the ordinary derivatives. An incompressible Maxwell fluid
thus becomes, for example,
^ 
-j- A T .^ ^.'►^ o
	
(1.67)
a
where T is the deviatoric stress and D is the rate of strainV.i	 N
tensor.
To allow more freedom in correlating linear experimental
data, two general model representations have been commonly
used. The general Maxwell model ( a large number of Maxwell
elements, a spring and a dash-pot all connected in parallel,
fig. 1.8), and the generalized Voigt model (a large number of
Voigt elements, a spring and `a dash-pot in series, fig. 1.9) .
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The mathematical description of the generalized Maxwell and
Voi t materials is generally given in an
 g	 g	 operator formg 	 P
1	 PL (T) = Q L (E ^`' )	 (1068)
where P L
 and Q ` are polynomials with constant coefficients in
'a/at , and E(L) ) is the linear strain tensor,
Alternatively, the linear response of viscoelastic mate-
t;
{
rials has been represented by the linear accumulative theory
of Boltzmann [7] in which the stress is related to the strain
SO
rate by an hereditary integral of the form,
w
IIJ
F
 (1.69)
For concreteness, the relaxation function ^e (t) has been
t.A t generally derived from the same mechanical models discussed
ta; above. Thu s for a Maxwell fluid
;. ®t^^
C) _	 '	 (le 70)
For an incompress ible Newtonian fluid 
W
(1.71)
where 9(t) is the Dirac delta function.
r
,
Although_,the.results-obtained from the mechanical model
representation turn out to	 e satisfactory, they are not
based on any firm theoretical ground. The relevancy of the
superposition of springs and dash-pots has been a priori as-
sumed, and the subsequent generalization to three-dimensional
• LI
5
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materials has been carried out arbitrarily. The 'same results,
however, has been deduced by Biot 151 from thermodynamical
considerations which are independent of any postulates as to
the nature of the materials or their internal structure. A
brief outline of Biot's theory is presented at the beginning
of chapter 2 which deals with the response of viscoelasticP	 P
materials to small deformations.
The first constitutive theories capable of predicting
non-linear effects in viscometric flows were formulated as
logical extensions to the linear theory of viscoelasticity°
Zaremba [74] , Oldroyd [43] , Metzner[36] and others developed
equations which, in analogy to the linear theory, can be re -
pr esented in an operator form
.P( T)	 Q( D)	 (1.72)
where P and Q are polynomials in non-linear time derivative
x
operators such as 	 /M t, d.=/dt or d o/dt (see eqs. 1.56
<
E
1.53). The resulting equations are commonly classified as
theories of the rate type. The incompressible Maxwell fluid
has thus been generalized to any of the following:
^t
+ \	 _	 ^- ^^ D	 (1.73)_
t
4- x do T	 =	 o	 (1. 74)N
^ dt
>k
+ A d	 =	 o a	 (1.75)
x
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K As was pointed out before, the choice of the stress flux
is not unique. Besides those appearing in eqs. (1.73) - (1.75),
other possible invariant time fluxes can be used. However, in-
asmuch as the properties of materials are independent of the
choice of flux, constitutive equations of the rate type should
be regarded as descriptions of different fluids [67'e Indeed,
each of eqs.	 (1.73)-(1.75) predicts -a different stress pattern
in viscometric flows and none is entirely adequate. To achieve
E
a better description of the stress distribution in viscometric
flows, other terms has been added to these equations, often,
in an arbitrary manner, e.g. Oldroyd 8-constant fluid L43],
1	 ^^^ h'	 (1.76)+	 t	 lJl. x: b	 v	 'b a..
M where the operator	 abc is given by
abc^A) = ^A	 s( -A + A-D) + b(D..A)I + c(trA)D 	 (1.77)
and where	 a, b, c. a' , b'.,_ c'- are material constants.
x
Eq.	 (1.76) can account for the two normal stress differences
and the _shear dependent viscosity in viscometric flows.
In 1945, Reiner [52	 proposed a different constitutive
theory in which the stress, in an incompressible fluid, de-
pends on the rate of strain but, in contrast to the Newtonian
e theory, the dependence need not be- linear_,
i
°T = F(D)
-.r.	 ^_ 	 _	 "may'.. i"C	 ^m+na.':.iu1^•	 `	 ^.i^	 ^	
. .. e... ^T' Z
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:k where F', is an isotropic tensor-vahaed function of Do A rep-
resentation theorem for isotropic functions of symmetric
tensors [54j, shows that eq.	 (1.78) can be written as
T
	
_
	 1+	 (1.79)
OV
where	 and	 are functions of II and III, two of the
vu
principal invariants of D, defined by
II=trD2
:y
etit	 (tiL s 80)	 ~
III = detD
po
i
Because of the later work of Rivlin	 531 , eq.	 (1. 79)	 zas
come to be known as the Reiner 	 model. Since the stress
in eq.	 (1.79) depends only on the instantaneous value of the
M
rate of strain, a fluid obeying this equation can riot exhibit
the time-dependent behavior characteristics of visr.::oelastic
fluids. For this reason, the Reiner-Ri.vlin fluid is classified
as vi.scoinelastic. Furthermore, while eq.	 (l.;F9) qan account
for non-linear viscosity in vi.scometric flows, itldoes not
describe correctly the normal stress differencesfexhibited by
real viscoelastic fluids.
A different approach to the constitutive theory of visco-
elastic fluids was taken by Rivlin and Ericksenj [54j, who con-
s idered the stress in an incompressible fluid t,-.o be -a function
T The components of an isotropic tensor-valued function F are
' invariants under rigid rotation of the coordinate systems
f
Ir-^
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of the instantaneous values of the rate of strain and its
higher-order time derivatives. Invariance requirements give
rise to the following expression
r
I^
T=EA
	
A	 A ... A
	 (1.81)
r^	 ,.!	 hD	 av	 .av	 ri.	 -
where A is the Nth Rivlin-Ericksen kinematic tensor.
Alk
Constitutive equations of this type are commonly classified
as theories of the differential type. The Rivlin-Ericksen
d
S
fluid can exhibit all the non-linear effects observed_ in
viscometric flows. On the other-hand, the time-dependent
.F
behavior of a Rivlin-EEricksen fluid (with N< may ) is not com-
r= patible with the infinitesimal theory of viscoelasticity.
*+E_k
Indeed, in chapter 2 we shall show that constitutive equa-
tionsof the differential type involving only a finite number
of derivatives of the strain rate should not, in general, be
regarded as proper constitutive theories.
Y:
All the fluid constitutive equations discussed above
-- are special cases of a more general constitutive theory which
is capable of describing the. stress pattern in viscoelastic
fluids for all motions inv estigated experimentally. This: is
r_
Noll s theory of a simple fluid
	
he essence of the
theory is contained in the definition of an incompressible
simple fluid given at the beginning of this section.
{	 Mathematically,
5 sac,
T(xgt)	 rG(t-s) 	 (1.82)
,r Pa	 PO S_^
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where
110t
	
_4 (1.82a)
is the relative history of the strain, and is a measure of
the strain of the configuration at time t-s (s ;?,, 0) relative
M)
to the configuration at time t. Z, is a functional - anAl
operator which maps tensor-valued functions unto tensors.
Time-dependent phenomena such as stress relaxation have been
r'. incorporated into the theory by application of the principle
4	 :1
of fading memory L11.1 ° Briefly, this principle asserts that
deformations which occured in the distant past should have
less effect on the present value of the stress than deforma-
tions which occured in the recent past.
In slow motions the behavior of an incompressible simple
fluid can be represented by a series of approximations. These
4} : approximations are carried out by "retarding" the history of
the strain by a factor
	
such that 0 < E < 1, This is equi-
vafent to viewing the history as being the same but occuring
at 'a slower rate. Eq.	 (1.82) is then expressed as a power
series in 6	 The resulting equation, corresponding to a
° 'bi	 t	 e'consti tu tive a uationspecific power	 is sa d 	 o	 e th  p	 p	 q
of the nth-order fluid. The zeroth-order approximation corre-
_a
sponds to a perfect fluid, while the Newtonian fluid repre-
sents the first-order approximation to an incompressible sim-
ple fluid in slow flows. The next approximation, the so-called-`
E,
l.^
Y
w
1
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second-order fluid, has the-following , constitvtive equation
_T	
--	
A	
4	 ^ A t1j ^1(^, -+^ ^a. A^^)
	
(1.83)I'll N
where	 and -qz are material constants. Higher-order
approximations have also been considered [55] .
The constitutive-equation of the. second -order fluid has
been for many years, including-the present, the favorite of
many rheologists. The interest in the.-second-order fluid lies
r.
'in its simplicity. `together with the - momentum equations. it can 
provide solutions to several problems which otherwise are
:mathematically intractable 'for , the ;gore general constitutive;T
e nations. In viscometric flows 	 -the -second-order fluid isq
capable of exhibiting normal stressi.ffe.rences while the
viscosity_remains constant at -a value of.o..However, un-}
rvll steady flow solutions involving the-second-order-fluid gene-
VF rally lead to physically unrealistic results. A considerable
literature has been devoted to the study- of the stability .and
the uniqueness of solutions obtained via the constitutive e-
quation of the second-order fluid (e..g. 'refs. 	 1b-, 31, 63) . The
-results of these : studies rule out the 'validity of the second-
order theory for ,any flaws other than those which are suffi-
x
-ciently slow. This is not surprising; the constitutive equa-
tion of the..setond-order fluid is not compatible .with the
ys,.	 infinitesimal theory of viscoelasticity; hence, granting its
suitability s an approximate theory for slow flows on itsY ^	 Y	 PP	 Y	 ^
s
emu.
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own right the second-order theory can not be regarded as a
! proper constitutive theory. This point is taken up in more
detail in chapter 2.
For small deformations, which are not necessarily slow,
the simple fluid theory can be approximated by a series of
integral relations involving the relative history of the
strain and memory functions .[11] , The First two terms are
given by
r 3 ^
T=	 msG	 t-sds+
N d
x +
	 [ a(s,r)Gt (t-s).G tL(t-r)+b(s ,r)Gt (t-s)trGt (t -r) dsdr
i
r
y y 561r,e O
(3..84)
where in (s)	 a.(s 9r) and b(s r) are memory functions. For infi-
nitesimal deformations ,  eq.	 (1.84) reduces to Boltzmann equa-
tion of infinitesimal viscoelasticity:
where the relaxation function -V(s) is related to m (s) appear-
-tng in eq.	 (l084) by
-M (-s)	 (1.86)
Several constitutive equations similes to eq.	 (1.84) have
been developed by Pao L46 y Bougue [9	 Bernstein, et al. ,
r	 x. [41, Tanner [60] and others. _`these are commonly classified as
theor ies of the ante ral type ,
r40
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In addition to the above constitutive.equations,several
other theories have been proposed in the literature. Such a
diversity of approach is created by the constant search for
theories that are compatible with our present experience;
theories which can pave the way to unexplored areas of inves-
tigation. As new physical and'-theoretical evidence unfolds,
some of the existing theories are exposed in their inade-
quacy, and a new approach has to be selected or deduced. The
new theories are not simple, and even the simplest flow situ -
ation often constitutes a mathematically formidable task. In
fact, modern rheology is characterized by the " backward
approach" that is, one assigns a velocity profile a priori
and then proceed to determine whether or not such a flow is
dynamically possible. This, as opposed to the " direct approach''
in which the system of dynamic equations (constitutive and
balance equations) is solved for the velocity distribution
under suitable initial and boundary conditions. In view of
4
. the complexity of the constitutive equations it is indeed
doubtful whether the direct approach can in general be feasi-
ble. Finally, regarding the greet number of constitutive equa-
tions from which the engineer is to select a particular ap-
proach; their relative merits must ultimately be judged in
° relation to the physical evidence and the specific problem
of interest.
r ^;A
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The stability of a cylindrical jet of a Newtonian fluid
has been studied extensively both theoretically and experi-
mentally 128, 40, 50, 51, 64, 71]. The corresponding problem
for a viscoelastic fluid is relatively unexplored. Most of
the analy-tical',solutions for a Newtonian jet stem from the
pioneering; works of Rayleigh and Weber. Rayleigh L'50 ] , con-
sidered the capillary instability of a cylindrical filament
i of an in•viscid fluid initially at rest and has shown that
the rate of growth of the.most rapidly growing disturbance-
wave i s given by
.
r
`^_g^	
+^	
(1. 87 )
r,
7Y7R
 
i where	 T is the coefficient of surface tension and 
.P the
.w
density of the fluid; R	 is the unperturbed radius of the
ox
filament.
In 19.31, Weber [71] obtained the complete linear so-
lut,ion for a oylidrical jet of a Newtonian. fluid of visco-
sity 1^.0 ° In the absence of interactions with the surround-
ing atmosphere and with the jet assumed to be initially re-
n	 that	 he fastest	 rowin	 d .sturbance-laxed , Weber fou d y.	 t	 g	 g
grows at the rate of
f CrA
® 
	 (1°88)
+ 3
P	 Q° R.
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The wave number corresponding to this disturbance-wave is
^o = a ^^Zd F-21. 	 + I R^	 (1.89)
An experimental measure of the stability of the jet is the
break-up leng th, L° , defined as the length of the coherent
portion of the jet; it is given bP	 Y
L O - C Vo	 (1.90)
off. O^
where C is a proportionality constant which depends on the
initial magnitude of the disturbances, and must be deter -
mined ex erimental'Ly. V is the uniform velocity of the et.P	 Y ®	 Y	 J
}	 From eql . (1. 88) one obtains
Ln _ IPAC WF112.	 We/Re	 (1.91)
^a
where `fie	 2 R® e V^ P ^cr and Re = 2 • Ro • Vo y^ /	 are the
tO
Weber and the Reynolds numbers of the unperturbed jet
Experimental results for laminar Newtonian jets match
Weber's theoretical predictions remarkably well [28] The
value of the constant- C in eq . (1. 91) ` has been reported in
the range of 12.5-190
An analysis of the stability of a laminar jet of a
viscoelasti.c fluid has been published in 1965. by Middleman
[39]o Middleman considered a fluid obeying the following
.	 constitutive equat ion
k g^
(1.92)
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where \% and a z are fluid time constants. By a linear anal-
.
ysis which closely parallels Weber's corresponding solution
for a Newtonian jet, Middleman obtained an approximate
solution for the case in which both At and A . , are very
small. His final result is expressed by a ratio of the
break-up length L of a viscoelastic jet to the break-up
length Lo of a Newtonian jet of viscosity 0 9
.^^ A _	 V	 (1.93)
Lo	 (We/2- 4 Ws/Re)
Since for real fluids	 X„ , Middleman concluded that a
jet of a viscoelastic fluid obeying eq. (1.92)_ is less
stable than _a jet of a Newtonian fluid of viscosity 'to.
f
	
	 Experimental results [27] show that there is a marked
difference in the break-up and the shape of viscoelastic
jets as compared to Newtonian jets. The basic differences
have been illustrated by figs. l.l.and 1.2. In the case of
a jet of a Newtonian fluid , .once an axisymmetric wave ap-
pears on the surface of the jet, it grows exponentially
leading to the formation of droplets wrhos-e average diameter
matches the wave length corresponding to that predicted by
eq. (1.89) . In the case of a jet of a -typical viscoelastic
1
1-	
1111-11
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fluid, no sinusoidal wave formation is apparent. Instead,
instability is characterized by the rapid formation of
large droplets of fluid which appear irregularly spaced
along the axis of the jet. The droplets are connected by
long filaments of fluid that thin continuously with the
distance and possess a remarkahle stability which can not
be accounted for By Weber's theory for a Newtonian fluid or
by Middleman's corresponding solution for a fluid obeying
eq. (1e92). Furthermore, unlike the case of a Newtonian jet
`L which exhibits a break-up length that is unambiguous, repro-
ducible and readily measurable from photographs, the break-
up of a viscoelastic jet appears to follow no regular pattern
and actual break-up of the liquid column generally occurs
due to disruption of the thin filaments.
The theoretical results of Middleman fail to describe
the break-up pattern of viscoelastic jets. In particular,
they fail to account for the formation and the unusual sta-
bility of the long thin filaments observed experimentally.
.Y
It is, therefore, of interest to investigate if Middleman's
results are only limited to the specific viscoelastic model
chosen (eq. 1.92) or whether they.are, indeed, representa-
lxi tive of a larger, more general, class of constitutive theories
describing viscoelastic fluids, The present treatment (chapter
3) extends the analysis and encompasses the-- response of any
}
1
1
i
1
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viscoelastic mated- al to infinitesimal disturbances.
The formation and the unusual stability of the thin
filaments of fluid formed during the break -up of a viscoelas-
tic jet, might represent a non-linear phenomena which .lie
outside the range of the linear analysis of the Web3r's type.
In fact, high-speed motion pictures [27]indicate that the thin
threads connecting the large droplets are subjected to axial
deformation caused by the relative motion of the droplets.
The filaments are, therefore, not relaxed and their stability
relative to small disturbances might strongly depend on the
primary flow pattern in the filaments, An analysis of the sta-
bility of a filament of fluid, under axial tension, relative_
to small surface disturbances might hence provide a conside-
rable insight into this problem. To my knowledge, such an
analysis has never been undertaken. Indeed, a complete rig-
orous solution to this problem might prove to be a formida-
ble task. To begin with, the primary flow behavior of the
filament under tension must first be determined or approx-
mated in a suitable way. Further, the response of visco-
elastic fluids to small perturbations superimposed upon fi-
nite deformations is a subject which is relatively unknown,
{	 and onl recently has received some due attention. Iny	 Y
t
,S	 chapter 2 we examine some of the conclusions which can be
drawn from the existing work on the dynamic behavior of
46
viscoelastic fluids undergoing steady flow relative to small
superposed perturbations. In chapter 5, a simplified analysis
of the stability of a filament of fluid under tension (with
respect to small surface disturbances) is presented.
`finning now to the formation of the filaments per sea
Three general problems, relevant to this phenomenon, have
been considered in the literature, The falling of a fluid
Fl, u
under its own w eght 9 the steady extension of a filament of
t. fluid and the spinning of fibers. Common to all these prob-
lems is the consideration of the shape and the flow behavior
of a filament of fluid subjected to tensile stress.
°	 . In 1906,  Trouton [65] published a -theoretical and exper-
imental study on the behavior of a fluid falling vertically
under its own wight through a found hole. In particular,tx
r
a°F Trouton sought to measure the elongat iona.l viscosity (defined
r
s
S
as the ratio of the tensile ;stress to the rate of elongation)
for the resulting filaments. The measurements were made on
fluids of high viscosity (wax and tar) and gave values for
t
the elongational viscosity equal to about three times the
value of the shear viscosity, This was in agreement with the
corresponding theoretical results for an incompressible
1r Newtonian fluid, although it is interesting to note that
; Trouton observed a small recovery of the strain when the fil-
aments were suddenly cut. Theoretically `, Trouton considered
x
...rr-
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the axial component of the velocity to be independent of the
radial direction, i,ea,
aV	 S 	 _ d
	 (1094)
ar a^
In consequence of the continuity equation, the radial compo-
nent of the velocity is given by
Vr s- —	 c1 V-	 (1.95)
Ct
For an incompressible Newtonian fluid of viscosity -y o (and
in the a'bsence`of surface effects) the stress distribution
is given by
S7 z- p 4-T - -= 3720 dV
CT a
 (1097)
d'M
:U
For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the elongational vi-
tas ty 	 (o	 itLT is sometimes called today, the
Troutonviscosity), is given by
1
:tom	 (1.98)
The Trouton viscosity is thus equal to 3 times the value
the viscosity TLO , in agreement with Trouton 's experiment al
observations.
To solve for the flow profile in the filament, Trouton
set up a momentum balance obtaining
where A `= A(z) ` is the ricross-sectional area of the -filament
.F i
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and g is the acceleration of gravity. In his subsequent solu-
tion, Trouton omitted the effect of inertia (represented by
the third term on the right of eq. 1.99). It is interesting
to note that the sign preceding the inertia term should be
negative. That is, the correct balance of momentum should
read	
c ('5zz.A) +	 A v.* d y-a	 0	 (1.100)d	 d^
Since Trouton's solution does not include the effect of iner-
tia, Trouton may not have been aware of this inconsistency.
Unfortunately, Trouton's work being so highly regarded, this
mistake (or perhaps a misprint) found its way into the current
literature. Ziabicki [75] and Pigford and Marshall [48] used
the incorrect equation (1.99) in their treatment of the pres-
ent problem, The correct formulation of the balance of momen-
tum and the complete solution to eq.	 (1.100) are given by
G.I. Taylor [62]and Clarke [10].(the former considered the
analogous problem for films of fluid falling under the action
of gravity). Eq. - (1.100) represents , also a special case of
, 'I
gravitational spinning" which is considered in chapter 4.
The steady extension of a cylindrical filament of fluid
under tension is described by the following velocity -compo-
innents (written	 cylindrical coordinates):
R --	 Vr -- -- 	(;	 V® _ 0	 G, > 0	 (1.101)
1
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It follows from eq. (1.101) that the filament retain its
circular shape at all times; it merely elongates with con-
sequent thinning with the length L(t) and the radius R(t)
of the filament given by
d L_ e L.	 ct R =	 e R	 (1.102)dt	 dt	 2 .
The stress distribution within the filament depends on the
Theological properties of the filament fluid. Coleman and
Noll [12] have obtained an exact solution for the stress
pattern in a filament of an incompressible fluid which is
undergoing steady extension..In the absence of surface and
inertial effects the-elongational viscosity NT was found to
be
-6-a =	 91(e) + 4 92. (e) a	 (1.103)e
where q l and q2 are functions of the _elongation rate .''e" .
For an incompressible Newtonian fluid
q, _ 272-	 U =. 0	 (1.104)
so that
^'jr — 3 0	 (1.105)
which'is identical to the result obtained by Trouton.
Experimental evidence [1, 3, 37] sTnow, that for visco-
t	 elastic fluids T is an increasing function of the rate of
elongation. This is inn -Aed contrast to the behavior of
`viscoelastic fluids in viscometric flows in which the shear
H..^	
viscosity decreases with the shear rate.
i
1
I'	 1
The behavior of a filament of fluid falling under the
action of gravity and the steady extension of a filament of
fluid under tension both represent specialized aspects of the
more general problem of fiber spinning. In a typical process
for the production of synthetic fibers, a molten polymer,or
a solution of a polymer in a suitable solvent,is continuously
extruded through narrow orifices (the spinnerette); the re-
sulting filaments are then rapidly drawn by a wind-up device
situated some distance a.aay from the spinneretteo Molten
A
polymers are generally extruded into an atmosphere (air)
having a temperature lower than the melting range of the
molten polymer, while polymer solutions are commonly drawn
through a bath of liquid (or gas) into which the solvent
evaporates or diffuses. The exchange"-of heat (or mass) with
e the surrounding medium results in a considerable hardening
C increase in the viscosity)  of the fluid filament.:,.
A considerable literature existson fiber spinning. A
great number of these publications are the works of teNtile-
interest is
	
textileoriented
	
researchers whose prime	 the
_ characteristics of the finished product. Another large class
of investigations deal mostly with the molecular changes which
occur during the spinning process (e.g. chain folding, ori-
entation of the molecules and crystallization). On the other
hand, the number of papers which deal directly with the
{r
.rr
__
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formation of fibers from a continuum mechanics point of view
is rather small.
It has been a common knowledge for some time that fluids
which exhibit elastic effects are appreciably more spinnable
than fluids which are purely viscous, say Newtonian fluids.
Indeed, some of the characteristic phenomena exhibited by
viscoelastic fluids have been adopted as rough measurers of
:. spinnability. Among these phenomena are jet swelling and the
Weissenberg climbing effect. The qualitative observation of
elongated filaments drawn by hand from a polymer solution
has also been taken as a proof for spinnability. The superior
spinnability of viscoelastic fluids, however, is not entire-
ly understood. At present, it appears that the dominant prop-
erty of viscoelastic fluids which account for their superior
spinnability is the increase of the elongational viscosity
y
r,
with the rate of elongation. Indeed, as early as 1948,
Ntschmann and.Schrade [41] postulated that this property is
essential to spinning. The recent work on steady extension of
viscoelastic fluids lends	 to thisa substantial support	 view.
However, -the formation of fibers in the spinning process is
a phenomenon much more complex than steady extension and di-
between
	
are.not,at-all-obviousrect analogies	 the two
The formation of fibers depends both on the physical
properties of the filament fluid and on the particular
a
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choice of spinning conditions. A rigorous mathematical de-
scription of the spinning process requires the simultaneous
application of energy, mass and momentum balances. The
resulting set of equations is too complex and, at present,
it appears mathematically intractable. For this reason the
various aspects of the spinning process are usually considered
seperatelyo Andrews [2]  , Mark L331 and Griffith [29] studied
the energy transport in spinning processes involving polymer
r
melts (melt spinning) Fok and Grisky L251 reported on mass
transfer in the spinning of polymer solutions. In the present
work (chap-ter 4) the primary interest lies in the mechanical
aspects of the spinning process. That is, we wish to ascer-
tain  the effect of the 7rheolog-ical properties of the filament
fluid upon its spinnability.
Considered even alone, the mechanical aspects cf the
spinning process represent a formidable analytic task. In
addition to the non-linearity of the momentum equation and
K:	 the constitutive equations (for non-linear viscoelastic fluids)
the principal difficulty lies in the treatment of the bound-
ary conditions at the-free surface of the filament whose
position'is unknown The complete problem is too difficult
to solve at present and one strives to obtain a suitable ap-
proximate solution which encompasses the main features of the
mechanical problem. Such an attempt has been previously made
g
publication, presents a simplified formulation of the momentum
equation which is modeled after the work of Trouton including,
unfortunately, the mistaken sign of the inertial term to
which reference has been. made earlier in this discussion. The
subsequent discussion is, on the whole, merely qualitative
and is based. on the constitutive equation for a Newtonian
fluid.
The latter work, by Ziabicki, represents a series of
three papers in which the author attempted to obtain an
approximate solution for the velocity profile in filaments
of various rheol,ogical materials. A detailed appraisal of
this work is beyond the scope of the present survey. Briefly,
the mathematical formulation of the governing momentum equa-
1
tion 9 in this cork-y is based on a series of approximations
.,	 which rest on numerous.arbitrary assumptions which are not
approprsate to the problem and for whichno satisfactory
justification is offered,, Thus, for example, Ziabicki as—.-
I	 sumes the axial velocity in the filament to be independent
of the radial direction but he errs in the treatment of the
boundary conditions on the free surface of the filament. In
addition, Ziabicki treats the force exerted by the wind -up
roll as an external body force in the momentum equation,
father than as a qusntity.to be evaluated upon application
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of the boundary conditions at both ends of the spinning way.
His analysis of the spinning of a viscoelastic material is
based upon a linear constitutive model [eq. (3); p. 725]
which is unrealistic and incompatible with the linear theory
of viscoelasticity. Furthermore, the components of the strain
appearing in the constitutive model are related to the axial
velocity arbitrarily and without any apparent conformity to
the momentum equation.
The spinning problem has also been treated recently by
Mark. [33], However, Mark's approach. is totally inadequate..
The shape of the filament is obtained from the continuity
equation under the assumptions that the tensile stress as
Well as the axial velocity are constants;: the latter assump-
tion, in particular, being unrealistic.
An elegant treatment of the spinning of an incompress-
ble simple fluid is given by Slattery [591. However, the
mathematical, description is based on a velocity profile that
is assigned a priori and in-the subsequent derivation of the
5J1	 stress distribution, surface and inertial effects are omitted.
In chapter 4 the mechanical spinning problem is formula-
.	 ^.
ted in it-s complete form. The dynamic equations are then re-
F.
duced to an ordinary non-linear differential equation in the
a
r	
axial component of the velocity; a reduction which is valid
for the case in which the rate of elongation is small.
:r
ry	 r,^
Y ^ f.•
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Solutions to the reduced problem are obtained corresponding
to the spinning of filaments of Newtonian and non-Newtonian
f luids
C	 '
t
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CHAPTER 2A:
THE RESPONSE OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS TO SMALL DEFORMATIONS
2.1 THE RESPONSE OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS TO SMALL DEFORMATIONS
NEAR EQUILIBRIUM
We commence our discussion by postulating the existence
of a linear stress-strain relationship for a viscoelastic fluid
which is subjected to a sufficiently small deformation. Thus,
_	 S = L(E ``')	 (2.1).rJ
where S and E (`) are the stress and the linear strain tensors
respectively. The properties of the linear operator L and its
functional form should be deduced from general principles of
continuum mechanics without resorting to postulates which can
not be assumed a priori. While the mechanical-model approach
to linear viscoelasticity has led to useful results, it does
not represents a well-founded theory and therefore admits doubts
as to the validity of the results in general. An elegant theo-
retical approach which enjoys a sufficient generality has been
adopted by Biot [5]. Biot formulates the behavior of a visco-
elastic material as a relaxation process governed by a number
f	 .
of "hidden" thermodynamic variables. The behavior of the mate-
rial is characterized by two quadratic forms, the potential
energy (which appears in the construction of the entropy func-
tion) and the dissipation function (which gives the entropy
production rate). Application of Onsager's reciprocal relationst
r.
G. 56
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then leads to a form of constitutive equation which can repre-
sent the behavior of any viscoelastic material in the vicinity
of equilibrium, Linearity is imposed by assuming the state var-
iables to be linear functions of the driving forces.
Bland [6] , in a different approach, develops the properties
of a linear viscoelastic material from the hypothesis that the
microscopic structure of such a material is .mechanically equi-
valent to a network of elastic and viscous elements. Linearity
is ensured by assuming that the relative rotations of the ele-
ments are small. Relations between the material constants are
based on thermodynamic considerations.
For an isotropic material, the independent analyses of
Biot and Bland both show that; a) each deviatoric component of
the stress is solely related to the corresponding component of
the strain; the dilatational part of the stress is only related
to the dilataional part of the strain; b) the stored energy and
the dissipation are the sum of the respective energies of the
deviators components and the dilatation. The time-dependent
relationship between any component of the stress and the corre-
sponding component of the strain can then be described by
r	 TM — h E (t) + t2^ dE tf) + ^	 C'r ^
	
d E (7)	 (2.2)
x:.
	
	
Some of the aspects of the thermodynamic theory which places
restrictions on the constitutive equations of'linear visco-
y	 elasticity have also been deduced without the application of
w<	 the, often criticized, Onsager's reciprocal relations [13, 69]
rf
where h '^,^„ Cr and ^c . r are all real and positive. The-
coefficients h and 'YL^ account for the instantaneous elas-
ticity and long term viscous flow respectively. The summa-
tion represents a discrete spectrum of relaxation times
14L r . Corresponding to eq. (2.2) is a complex viscosity
'n(ot.) obtained via a two-sided Laplace transform and defined
X61
as
N(d) : T(00	 — h +
	 +	 Cr	 (2.3)UL ^ (^)
E 
^^	 ^,	 oo	 t + oLr.l µ
The constitutive equation (2.2) thus represents the
form of the general linear relationship of eq. (2.1) dicta-
ted by considerations of irreversible thermodynamics or,,
alternatively, by the behavior of networks of springs and
dash-pots. The finite number N of the relaxationterms ap-
F
f
pearing in eq.
	
(2.2) corresponds on the one 'hand to the
finite number of hidden variables in the thermodynamic re-
laxation process, and on the other, to the finite number of 
springs and dash-pots used to model the material. Since
real inaterials are not necessarily bound by this finiteness,
eq'.	 (2.2) should perhaps be regarded as a family of stable
approximations to the linear behavior of real materials.
The complex viscosity -q(ot) of eq.	 (2.3) serves as a
4 compact description of the constitutive equation (2.2). It
4 is, in fact, simply the stress-strain rate transfer function
« -1
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for the material, and the- behavior of the material can be
described in terms of the analytic character of 'YZ(oG) , con-
sidered as a function of the complex variable of . Thus, the
YL (d) of eq. (2.3) has simple poles at a = 0 (corresponding
to the purely elastic response) , and at values oC = -µr
(corresponding to the relaxation times). The residues at
these poles are all positive, and further, ^(d_) approaches
the positive value 'l2^ as oL -moo , and (when h = 0) the positive
N
value 11 0	+	 Cr/^k r as a lo 0. As in eq. (2.2)_, this
r=o
simple character corresponds to the finiteness of N, and eq.
(2.3) should also be regarded as a faily of stable (rational)
approximations to the complex viscosities of real materials.
2.2 ON LINEAR EXPERIMENTS
Experimental studies in linear viscoelasticity are gener-
ally reported in terms of stress-strain or stress-strain rate
ratios which are obtained under an appropriate time-dependent
pattern; the constitutive equations can then be fitted to
these measured values In principle, linear experiments should
yield the same information regardless of the loading pattern.
i
By far, the most popular experimental technique is the one
involving the application of a sinusoidally varying stress to
a viscoelastic boo The viscoelastic propertiesY 	 of such a P
body can then be completely determined from `measurements 'of
IL
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the complex modulus (stress-strain ratio) , the complex com-
pliance (strain-stress -ratio) or the complex viscosity as
a function of the frequency.
One of the consequences of the linear theory of visco-r-
elasticity, as outlined in the previous section, is the re-
quirement that the absolute value of the complex viscosity,
as well as its real part, be monotonically decreasing func-
tions of the frequency. To prove this assertion, we first
break the complex viscosity into its real and imaginary
parts From eq . (2.3) , with oL replaced by iw, ,
N
11% 6W)
	
^ja, +L y
N 
Cr4r	 _ c h + —' Crw	 (2.4)- _	
r+ Wa	 W T r -^-w^
r- i 
	  = L µ
It is clear from eq. (2.4) that the real part, 	 of the
..	 1
complex_ viscosity is a decreasing function of w. To verify
that the absolute value is as well we form its square
	
Cir r	 h	 N Cr ^'	 (2.5)
co
or
I	 N	
h
µr +w' 	^ µr +w^ µs +w'' W
r-1	 r,5_ 1
LL	 :.
26a
w	 ' + u 	''
r_1 ^Y w	 k 5 e1r +UI /-S -1-w
a	 t
N	 /
^.	 C	 jr )A +W^')
' ^µr Uu ^^µs ^' Uj')r4 S_ 1
(2.6b)
Examining eq.	 (2.6), it is obvious that-,- with the possible
exception of the terms in the double sum on the right, allIMP
other terms decrease monotonically with w. To show that a
y
typical term in the last summation behaves similarly, we
differentiate it with respect to w,
riL$
2),	
r	 y
d	 ChCcO"^1-MS + (u 	 '.^. CrCs^rµslµF^s	 ^r — ^s — 2• w —U1
2,+ W26
_
(p2-+UJ2
and note that
{,	 i rs3 1 We have thus shown that, according to the linear theory, the
"} absolute value of the complex viscosity is a iionotonically
decreasing function of the frequency. We shall later make
^.r
use of this property in evaluating the relative stability of
a -viscoelastic filament with respect to either a Newtonian
or purely elastic filaments.'
Experimental evidence generally confirm the frequency-
x dependent behavior of the complex viscosity as predicted by
t,
:r the linear theory. Some experimental data reported on in the
literature shows slight deviations from this behavior, but
these could very	 ell be within the range of the experimentalY	 g	 p
r
i
error. It is suggested, nonetheless, that the requirement
thatl'I be a decreasing function of the frequency be used
as an additional test in checking the linearity of experi-
mental results.
Linear viscoelastic measurements suffer from certain
limitations which are inherent in the experimental instru-
mentation. The proper design of a suitable test apparatus is
very complex, particularly when information is sought in the
lower end of the frequency range where a small signal-to-
noise ratio may result in misleading data. In linear experi-
ments, several criteria are used to ensure the linearity of
the data.. In vibration experiments one such criterion is
the requirement that 'rj, (w) be independent of the amplitude
of the driving force. This amplitude test is normally ap-
plied at a few selected frequencies. Now, the standard in
t: struments do not record the total response over all fre-
quencies, but rather, the amplitude and the phase angles
A
	
	
corresponding to specific test frequencies, Such filtering
is often necessary due to the noise generated in the system.
This procedure, therefore, does not necessarily ensure that
the system 'is linear. To illustrate this, consider the fol-
lowing hypothetical example; Suppose that a given material
^:.
	
is described by
w	 .
l
C
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-200 d EW + h EWdt
SCt)
m (^E W +. h Ec r s  n. E Ct)
dt
JE I G E,
(2.7)
IF- I >, Ecr
This is a Voigt material below the critical strain Ecr, and
a Bingham fluid above.
Let
7.
A 
_ ^ap /E	 So	 h E c v- 12oo Ecr /^
and rewrite eq.	 (2.7) in the form
d E Ct) [EW]	 (2.8)
Ott
where
120a E CO/A S <	 so% CO
[E Ct.)]
so	 EW
Consider now a sinusoidal strain of frequency w applied to
the material,
R(t)	 KOco sWt > 0
The resulting periodic stress (after initial transients have
died out) is given by the Fourier series
SCt) _ ao	 t	 an, cos'nW	 + 6, sim^nui	 (2,9)
'11.1 ry^ c 1	 .,
where
"PW TOW
Qrn — w
	
T [E(t^c'os11u idt ; bm _ W	 f[E^t)^Siwhwtd:
n1_4
- x lw -tic/w	 i
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+ 1
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We may note that
Lf _
When Ko 	'Y^„ the material exhibits a linear behavior,
namely, that of a simple Voigt solid,
SCt) = — •y^^ ko ^^,u s^ •n w^ 1 coswf ] (2.10)
Y I\
with complex viscosity
N Vii (2.11)
>1 W
On the other hand, consider the case for owhich K a > X Sa/1?.
45r"
Eq.	 (209) then reduces to
s(t} -- - 12C01<"UF S111Wt	 - -	 4So cos-wt	 — . c0s3wtr 3 l►L
+	 4So ccS S att_ —	 it (2.12)
`j At the fundamental frequency w, the response is
1, n^^) " _ n l
U1
%si-mu) t 	—	 BSc coswt
Cuu ) k w s1'nP — 96tw) (2.13)
where
Cw -_
INOLO
	
-^--	
4 Se	 ^' (^,) s o_
µ
,F
w
^	 _j96(w)
^c W) _	 ( ,j) e (2.14)
z
r
n
so that the complex viscosity is
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One might accordingly by pre-filtering conclude that the
material is linear and purely viscous, having entirely over-
looked the harmonics which are not small. The above example
demonstrates, therefore, that special care should be taken to
ensure that the experimental results are truly linear.
2.3 SMALL PERTURBATIONS SUPERPOSED UPON STEADY SHEAR FLOW
The .response of viscoelastic materials to small pertur-
bations superimposed on a finite steady deformation is of
great interest in many applications. Knowledge of such a re-
sponse could, for example, 'be utilized in linear analyses of
the stability of viscoelastic bodies that are undergoing steady
deformation, relative to small disturbances or, in the study
of wave propagation on. the surface of initially stressed bodies.
Several experimental works pertaining to the above problem have
been published in the past few years. The corresponding theo-
retieal problem, however, has received little attention and
the few published reports deal mostly with viscoelastic solids.
Our purpose in this section is to examine someof the concepts
which have been formed as a result of the studies dealing with
viscoelastic fluids. To this end we restrict ourselves to-one
specific representative problem namely, the response of°visco-
66
elastic fluids to small sinusoidal shearing motion super-
.n
imposed upon some primary steady shear flow. In fact, for
Iviscoelastic fluids the only problem which has been considm
ered so far is their response to small perturbations super-
a;
r s
•f•
:s
4
t^K
.t.
• 4 .4f
posed on a steady shear flow.
Experimental results [8, 45, 58 9 61] show that, in the
presence of steady shear, the dynamic response of viscoelastic
fluids to small sinusoidal motion is highly dependent on the
steady shear rate. This dependence is manifested by the meas-
ured values of the complex viscosity corresponding to the
oscillating components of the stress and the shear rate. In
general, the values of the real and the imaginary parts of
the complex viscosity decrease strongly with increasing rate.
of steady shear. The effect of the steady shear on the com-
plex viscosity of the oscillating components have generally
been attributed, by the investigators cited above, to the
notion that the steady shearing motion obliterates the long
r.'
	
relaxation times so that the response of the sheared fluid
r .
r
is "less elastic" than one might expect from a spectrum
measured in a fluid with zero mean shear rate.
Such a notion is based oTi the assumption that the _dy
namic response of viscoelastic fluids to small deformations
4 *5	 is governed by the _same physical principles regardless of
,'
A
	whether the fluid is initially at rest or is undergoing
r.
e
^f
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steady shear flow. However, small perturbations about a qui-
escent state constitute small deviations from an equilibrium
state, and as such are governed by thermodynamical consider-
ations which, in general, are not applicable to perturbations
about a finite steady flow. Thus, for example, while any true
thermodynamic equilibrium is, by definition, stable relative
to infinitesimal perturbations, steady motions are of course
not necessarily stable With respect to such perturbations.
This is not to say that the respective dynamic responses of
a given fluid in the presence of steady shear and near equi-
librium may not show some similar properties; however, be-
cause of their fundamental differences, the two types of
response can not be a priori interpreted on the same physical
basis
ti
:Y
	
	
It was shown in the previous section that the dynamic
behavior of viscoelastic materials near equilibrium is char-
acterized b a -com lex viscosityy 	 p	  'YZ (oL) having -simple poles
which.are situated along the negative real axis, with cor-
responding residues all of which are real and positive. Con-
sequently, the real part and the absolute value of the com-
plex viscosity 1q(iw), measured in vibrational experiments
are decreasing functions of the frequency. In the case of
xL
	
	 fluids under steady shear, if the effect of the steady shear
is merely to eliminate the long_ relaxation times, the the
68
v:
real part and the absolute value of the complex viscosity of
the overlying sinusoidal motion should also be decreasing
functions of the frequency. Turning to the experimental evi-
dence, the complex viscosities measured by Boom [8] and
Osaki, et al.	 [45], indeed exhibit this type of behavior. On
the other hand, the complex viscosities obtained '[:y Tanner
and Simmons	 [61, 58] , show significant  departures from this
type of frequency-dependent behavior. Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3
reproduce some of their experimental results. Figs. 2.1 and
2.3 show that, in the presence of steady shear, the real
part and the absolute value of the complex viscosities both
`J	
display a maximum with respect to the frequency; the effect
u°	 is more pronounced with increasing values of the s teady shear
a
3	 rate. The presence of a maximum in the viscosity curves is
R not compatible with the infinitesimal theory for perturbam
Y
tions about equilibrium. Thus, if we compare the above re-
ILI
sults to those obtained for a fluid near equilibrium (K = 0)
on an equivalent basis we would have to conclude that the
results of Tanner and Simmons do not represent a proper lin-
ear response. The amplitude of the perturbations may have
;.	 been too large leading to_a non-linear response in the sense
that the superposition principle no longer holds and one can
a
` ^`	 not isolate the response of the fluid to the extra motion .
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Finite perturbation imposed on a strongly sheared fluid may
also cause secondary flows which would naturally affect the
complex viscosity. These conclusions, however, are not nec-
essarily true. It is equally possible that the results of
Tanner and Simmons are linear and do indeed represent the
dynamic behavior of viscoelastic fluids under shear. As was
pointed out 'before, the behavior under steady shear is not
bound by the same constraints which apply to small defor-
mations near equilibrium. It is thus possible ghat, in the
presence of steady shear, the poles of the complex viscosity.
-q(d,K) (where the argument K emphasizes the dependence on
the primary steady shear) are no longer confided to the neg-
ative real axis, but may lie anywhere in the left half of
the complex plane Under such circumstances the real part
and the absolute value of the complex viscosity "A(i,w,K)
need not be decreasing functions of the frequency, and may
very well exhibit a maximum. Several theoretical models,
commonly used by rheologists, predict that, in the presence
of steady shear, the singularities of(d,K) may indeed be-
come complex. Booij [8], considered the following non-linear
constitutive equation
..	 2-Qa D (2.15)
 ^°	 ^ i	 N
^	 r
of the 11 ear Maxwell flu td discussed earlier.
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Let D 12 , the only non-vanishing component of the rate oft
strain tensor, be given by
;Wt
k	 -+-	 Re ( K° a (2.16)
and postulate that the induced stresses ar of the form
G,.
OTij	 =	 T!j	 4 Re C o e `wt) (2.17)	 .
^a
C.
where T9. are the complex amplitudes of the stresses gene-ij
rated by the oscillating motion, and Tip their mean value.
In the limit of small Ko , the complex viscosity K)
corresponding to the superposed motion, can then be obtained
by a straight forward perturbation analysis. Accordingly,
rx, Tsa. 
_	
(cw, k)
—
_ C 1 - 	 +	 WA (2.18)
/	 +)2 k1) r (1 ti+ iWA)	 ^(^ 1
a and	 (oL,K) is
1	 K2'+AoL (2.19)
(1+	 K'e)	 k'° +- 9Ad + )^dtlj
t.
Eq.. (2.19) shows that 	 12(d.,K) has two simple poles situated
at
rc: ck	 _ -1 /A	 + iIZ (2.20)
Thus, for any finite K, the values of o in eq.	 (2.20)(corre-
t.
G ponding to the poles of	 (o^,K)-) are both_ complex. Fig. 244
_., ... ,
_ AW
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shows that the real part of the complex viscosity of eq.(2.18)
indeed exhibit a maximums
Similar results have been obtained by the-present author
through -the use of other common constitutive equations of the
rate as well as the integral type. Note that in eq . . (2.20),
the real part of o- is identical to the value of oC given
i=
- by the infinitesimal theory, while the imaginary part is
proportional to the velocity of the steady flow. 0.1. 	 migh .
hence conclude that the effect of the steady shear is not to
eliminate any of the relaxation times, but Father, to shift
r the position of the poles of '12 (ot,K) sway from the negative
real.axis by an amount proportional to the value of the
steady shear rates Whether or not this is a general property
of real fluids can not be established with any certainty
:- since, at present, our knowledge of proper constitutive equa-
tions for real fluids is quite incompletel, however, if the
s results- of 'fanner and Simmons are indeed linear, these results
t Pipkin and Owen [49], have developed a general theory for
small deformations superposed on steady shear flows. The re-
sulting equations are linear in the history of the perturbed
deformation and resemble the integral stress-strain relation
of linear viscoelasticity. The memory functions appearing in
this integral theory are functions of time as well as the
basic invariants of the primary motion This theory, however,
yields no specific information on the properties of the
memory functions and as such can provide no further insigIl
to the above discussions
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event, the experimental and theoretical evidence presented
here should constitute a strong indication of the essential
differences between the properties of the complex viscosities
u
representing the dynamic response, of viscoelastic fluids in
the presence of steady motions grid in the vicinity of equi-
librium.
2.4
	
CONSEQUENCES OF THE LINEAR THEORY FOR NON-LINEAR
VISCOE'LASTICITY
The linear theory of viscoelasticity describes 'the be-
havior of viscoelastic materials in the region of very small
deformations. It is obvious that the linear theory ceases to
be adequate as soon as these conditions are not fulfilled.
Many of the properties of viscoelasticmaterials are inherm
ently non-linear (e.g. non-linear viscosity in viscometric
flows). To describe the non-linear behavior of viscoelastic
materials, a suitable non-linear theory in needed. Several
of the more common non-linear constitutive theories have_
been reviewed in the previous chapter; some of the principles
z- which _guide the formulation of an appropriate theory have
also been discussed. Here we wish to examine one of the con-
,F
sequences of the linear theory for non-linear viscoelasticity.
µ	 Since the validity of the linear theory is universally
• 3 •
Y:f
II
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-`	
acknowledged, we .require that any non-linear theory be %_
patible with the linear theory-of viscoel.asticity. That is,
when linearized about a quiescent state, any non-linear con-
stitutive equation should reduce to an. equation whose time-
r
dependent behavior is equivalent to that predicted by the
i^
y
G
,y
linear theory.
To illustrate the consequences of this criterion, con-
sider a class of non-linear constitutive equations of the
form
P(T) = Q(D)	 (2021)
where P and Q are nonlinear operators involving time deri-
vatives, In the linear region of deformations, eq. (2.21)
gives rise to a linear equation with a corresponding complex
viscosity given by
Oc
	
(2.22)
P L (a)
I
where P L and Q, are thelinearized counterparts of the non-
linear operators P and Q. To be compatible with the linear
theory, the complex viscosity of eq. (2.22) should either be
of the form of eq. (2.3) or allow a suitable approximation
in this form. We recapitulate here, for convenience, the an-
:k	 alytic properties noted earlier of the complex viscosity of
the formof eq. (2: 3) with h 0. These are rational functions
of oL with the following properties
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i
	 a)	 'Q(0) > 0
b) Lim.	 (d) > 0
d--
c) The singularities of '1I (d) are simple poles all lying
on the negative real axis.
d) Corresponding to the poles, the residues are all real
and positive.
In many instances the operators P and Q of eq. (2.21) are ap-
proximated by polynomials; consequently, the complex viscosity
corresponding to the linearized equation becomes a ratio of
polynomials in oL with constant coefficients,
N 
q
' Col) = WOO _ ► _°	 (2.23)
PL (00	
ot
rn zo
b^
Since the	 'l^(ct) of eq.	 (2.23) is already a rational function,
no question of farther a' proximation arises, and conformity
k to the linear theory requires simply that the conditions a,
b, c and d above be satisfied.. This can be established spe-
cifically in terms of .the properties of the polynomials- PL
 and
Q L	 By using the theory of partial fractions Bland has shown
that eq.	 (2.23) is identical to eq. ( 2. 3) (with h
	
0) if the
zeros of PL (d) and Q,. (cL) are all real and non-positive and they
f	 79
alternate, the least zero in absolute magnitude belonging to
Q,,(d) . The polynomials P L (d) and Q,(ot) must of course be of
the same degree. Thus, eq. (2,23) can bewritten as
—T
I ` (d ♦ ^`6^
'(, cd ^ — Cao	 N	 (2.24)
( d. +µr)
I
r=1
where the - X ^ are the zeros of Q L (ot) , and correspond to a dis-
crete spectrum of retardation times 1/A6 .
If for any real fluid 'q.= 0, eq. ( 2.24) should then be
modified to read
NN
I	
I ( `L +,X0
A	 (00 = ai	 6=1	 > U	 (2.25)
	
N't1	 J
^(d +fir)
r=1
with the special case of
d) = ---—	 (2.26)
OL +
rt
representing the complex viscosity of a simple Maxwell fluid.
Turning to some specific examples, consider first the con-
?	 stitutve equation for athree-constants Old^royd fluid, given
by
J) T = ^.' ^ D -^ ^, J)	 (2.27)
 
The complex viscosity of the 'linearized equation is
( °L)	 'Co 1 +^a.d.	 ^^. 	 (2 28)—'	 "_	 4
	
1 +ald	 ^i	 1 +A d:L
M:..
i
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r.^m
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In consequence of the restrictions on'l(d) discussed above,
the fluid constants Al and A% must obey
AJL >0 	Az >0 J AI > A2,	 (2.29)
On the other hand consider the non-linear constitutive
equation of Rivlin and Ericksen which reads
A 
(1) 
Ap 
(^,^ .
	
A 
(04) j	 (2.30)T	
N +' ^ ^ 	 N
where A(N^is the Nth Rivlin-Ericksen kinematic tensor. The com-
4-
Alex viscosity corresponding to the linearized equation is
N
an old rn	 ( 2.31)In .o
The Rivlin-Ericksen polynomial of eq. (2.30) contains of course
the case of a . Newtonian fluid (degree N = 0, ao > 0) . But for
no higher-order polynomial is eq . . (2.30) compatible with the
linear theory as represented by the complex viscosity of eq,
(2.3) or of eq. (2.24)6 Such polynomials simply do not have
the analytic properties noted earlier; for example, they do
not have the correct behavior in the limit of large ot. This
is not of course to say that a suitable power series in of can
- not serve as complex viscosities. Thus-
.
is simply another way of writing
(°L ) =	 `^	 + (2.33)
;y OL
which is the form of eq. (203) with a single :relaxation time
(and h = 0). Consequently, a Rivlin-Ericksen equation which
!' linearizes to eq.	 (2.32) with ^.'	 C and	 all > 0, is com-
r,
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patible with the linear theory. On the other hand, any finite
number of terms of eq. (2.32), say
'n ( d) = ^ -+n C —	 a-	 (2.34)
while approximating the behavior of eq. (2032) for small oL
no longer has the same general analytic character. That is to
say, equations of the Rivlin-Ericksen type of finite degree N
greater than zero should not be regarded as proper, constitutive
equations. Note that eq. (2.34) is equivalent to the complex
viscosity corresponding to the linearized equation of the
second-order fluid. It may be recalled that the constitutive
equation for a second-order fluid represents a second-order
approximation to the behavior of an incompressible simple flu -
id in slow flows;  the first order approximation being the the-
ory of Newtonian f luids Now, the Newtonian theory is general-
ly regarded, not as approximate, but rather as an exact, self-
contained theory describing the behavior of a large class of
real fluids over an unrestricted range of flow conditions.
Obviously such is not the case with the second-order theory.
Gr t'n it status a^ , an a roximate -theor for-- slow flowsan i g
	
pp	 y
	
c	 in general it can not,be regarded as an appropriate theory.
Finally, it may 'be noted that a proper constitutive equa-
tion of the form of eq. (2.30) involving derivatives of all
	
`	 orders- (infinite N) does not really gives the stress as a dif -
ferential operator on the strain. Indeed, the infinite sequence
F .S
r t
	
nu	 ^J
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of derivatives appearing in eq.	 (2.30) might perhaps better
be regarded as an abstract extension of what are essentially
integral operators on the strain rate, whose linearization
is of the form of eq.	 (2.2) .
t
	-;	 THE STABILITY OF A LAMINAR CAPILLARY JET OF A V IS COELAST IC
FLUID
js
3.1 SOLUTION OF THE DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
	
._	 Consider a cylindrical jet issuing from a nozzle of radi-
us Ro into air. The following assumptions are made:
1) The jet is initially relaxed moving horizontally with
	
IV	
a uniform velocity of Vo.
a 2) The capillary waves are symmetrical about the jet ,axis;
that is, the jet is at all times circular in cross sec-
­J
A= r	 tion and either expands or contracts.
	
5	 3) The fluid is incompressible.
4) There is no interaction with the ambient air.
5) Perturbations of the jet surface as well as the per-
t ti
turbed velocities are infinitesimally small.
Because of the symmetry of the proLlem, a cylindrical coordi-
nate system (r, a z) is chosen which moves horizontally with
the jet at a constant velocity of Vo. It follows from assume-
tion 5) that terms proportional to y.vv appearing in the equa-
tions of motion are of second order of smallness and hence
a	 can be neglected. With the usual notation, the linearized
?= equations of motion and continuity are,
shes on the surface of the jet and that the radial component
:x of the stress is balanced by the stress induced by the
surface tension force. It follows from eq. (3.4) that the
boundary cond.Uons can be-expressed as
[Tr -Z
Yv R.
(3,5)
where a— is the coefficient of surface tension and 2H is the
y
-...
^,:4
curvature of the perturbed surface given by [321.
w 4 2,H	 1	 + Ro ^.'' -(3.6 )0
{ Further, the velocity components along the axis of the jet
holds at the surface of the jet:
D k = -at
 — Vr)	 — VV.	 (3.7)
Di	 at	 Ro+t	 1 'r e Ro
Into the above equations we now introduce the constitutive
equation of linear viscoelasticity, eq. (2.2). By taking the
Laplace time transform of eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (2.2) we get
Pot Vr _ -
	 + (al) a	 1r VY
 ) 4-	 (3.8a)
ar	 ar l r ar	 a
.^ pot V 	 (OL) 1 a	 r 2 Vx	 + -a^r ar-	 a r^	 a
(3.8b)
a^
6 t a	 r Ur	 .. a V} _	 0 { 3.9 )'r ar	 a^
^ where	 oL	 is the transform variable, and 	 (ot) is the complex
viscosity of eq.	 (23) which represents the linear response
of any viscoelastic material. The boundary conditions simi-
larly become
^#
laa r a^ R. (3.10))
- p +z ,^cd) ayr + Roams
a r	
_	
''l ytv  R,	 ^a
At
of 	=	 [Vr R, _	 ( 3.11)
Henceforth, the solution is identical to Weber's corresponding-
solution for a Newtonian j>et ' with the constant Newtonian
viscosity	
'
rLo replaced by	 (oe)
The continuity equation is satisfied by , a stream function, ^! ,
r^	
which is related to the velocity components by
Vr — 1	 V^ _ _ it
r a}	 r a r
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(3.12)
Eliminating the pressure from the equations of motion by cross
differentiation, and introducing the stream function as given
by eq. (3.12) yields a linear differential equation for Y
alb	 (d) L d	 (3.13)
•	 Y where Q is a linear operator, given by
_ 1 a"	 (3.14)
a r y	 r 
r .^ a
Eq. (3013) admits a solution in the form
	
L ,	
^	 ^	 k
f
where,, is the solution to
oC 1 —	 (d) dz	 _ 1	 a - ^ s	 (3.16)
r d r
x
and
	
is the solution to
d	 a.
d-r' 	 r d r
The complete formal solution for ^V becomes
zka
Y I
C11 (ky)4- C2.1 1 (10 + 03K1.01-) +e4 k" 40]e	 (3.18)
4 where
	
I _ ko ^ 1'o(/7^f^^ 	 (3.19)
t^k
The quantity k may be interpreted as the wave number of a
• R
-
.Y
r.
w
3
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disturbance-wave, and is related to wave length, 5 , by
in ( ) and Kn ( } are modified Bessel functions of order n; Cl,
r
C2, C 3 and C4 are arbitrary constants. Application of the
boundary conditions leads to an algebraic equation which re-
lates d to k:
01	 2. ^(d)y I , (k Ro)	 RO 11L	 Ro) aC
(1— k Ro).	 JQ — ^)	 (3.20)
IN	 2-PRo	 Io(kRo) ( Q 1 + ^'')
where In( ) denotes differentiation of In( ) with respect to
the argument
Ego (3020) is the characteristic equation for the prob-
lem, and the complex number oL is the characteristic value (or
the eigen value) corresponding to a particular wave number kd
Since the dynamic equations are linear, the perturbed motion
is proportional to an exponential factor edt so that d may
be regarded as a complex frequency. Depending on whether the
awl
real part of of	 is positive, zero, or negative the initial 	 -
disturbances are amplified, neutrally stable, or damped, re-
spectively. Solution of the characteristic equation yields the
eigen value corresponding to a disturbance of a given wave
length.
-F t	 f
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3.2 SOLUTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
Eq. (3.20) is in general very complex (since the term
appearing in the arguments of the Bessel function, is depen-
dent on oC) and can not be solved analytically. However, for
small arguments the Bessel functions can be approximated by
the leading terms of their series expansion t • We let
Io(k RO) •, 1	 T1 (k Ro) ^• k Ro J I,. (1R.) " IR.
x (3.21) .
These approximations correspond to conditions of practical
interest in which the wave lengths of the disturbances are
far greater than the unperturbed radius of the jet; i.e.
k Re. < c I
For these approximations the characteristic equation becomes
_ 3' ^d) y^	 SL ^1 -	 R') _ 0	 (3.22)
p 2,P
The values of a< satisfying e	 ' for a fixed value ofY  g ° ( 3022 ),
k, obviously depend on (d) which itself is a function of of
The series expansion of i.o'(x) and I l (x) is given by
 l
^^	 .2	 4- (4) +22;
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For convenience we recapitulate here the general form of
Iff
N
'(01)
	
' yz;"	 -^-	 CO ^
	
(2.3)
of	 r _ 1
	
P v + of
With this expression in mind, we can now proceed to evaluate
the properties of eq.	 (3.22) by resorting to a simple geomet-
rical argument: For a. fixed value of k, eq. 	 (3.22) can be
i
written as
1
ti.
	
e^(0) 	 B' dR 	(3.23)
0.
where
B	 a- (i- kzR^)	 8 _
6 Ro	 3 k^
Notel that B >0 since eq.	 (3. 22) 	(and hence eq.	 (3.23) corre-
sponds to the assumption that kRo t<1. Consider first the
' case of a Newtonian fluid of constant viscosity 17 (d) _ T.o •
- If we plot both sides of eq.	 (3.23) as functions of 01-(fig.
r 3.1), the resulting two curves always intersect at a point
jIm which corresponds to -a real positive eigen value (see point
1 in fig . 3. 1) . This shows that a jet of a Newtonian fluid
is unconditionally unstable relative to small disturbances.
Indeed for a Newtonian fluid of viscosity 	 eq.	 (3. 22) is
a quadratic in oL having roots -
of _	 e +	 k 	 o^ ^(1
	
Ro)	 (3.24)
ILI-
k 2P
one of which is-always
   
real and positive.	 4
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In the case of a viscoelastic fluid (with h = 0 in eq.(2.3),
(d) is bounded from above by
N
1Z X0 1 = '2	 +	 Cw IIA r
r1and from below by ^q... In this case a plot of both sides of eq.
(3.23) as functions of of will again gives rise to an intersec-
tion between the two curves (point t` in fig. 301) corresponding
'j to a positive real eigen value. Moreover, since 1Z (oe) decreases
monotonically with d , we can conclude that, for a fixed value
of k such that kRo << 1, the magnitude of the eigen value of
a viscoelastic fluid will always exceed the corresponding value
of 'a Newtonian fluid of viscosity -qo _ 	 (0) . In fact, a plot
of	 d vs. k2 (derived from eq. 3.22) for a typical viscoelastic
.: fluid with a finite 'q (p) yields a curve which lies above the
4
J curve corresponding to a Newtonian fluid of the same zero vis-
r. cosity, and below the curve corresponding to an inviscid fluid
di NW= 0); with al l the three curves crossing the k2 ®axis at
the same points (fig. 302). It follows that a jet of a visco-
elastic fluid characterized by a complex viscosity 	 7	 which
is bounded by 'Y2 (0) = "q o is less stable, relative to _infini-
tesimal disturbances, than a jet of a Newtonian fluid of visco--
city b o o Any experimentally observed greater stability must be,
therefore, due to non-linear phenomena or	 alternatively, the
fluid may not be a real fluid in the sense that it is charac-
terized by a complex viscosity with h # 0.
L:
..^.
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When h is finite is eq. (2.3) and all the IX r are zero,
we deal with a material which displays a purely elastic be-
havior, and for which
^^ (d) ^ h/d	 (3.25)
Referring again to eq. (3.23) and to fig. 3.3, it follows that
if h < B there will always be a positive real eigen value
(point 1 in _fig 3.3) When h > B, however, no positive real
root exists and the jet is unconditionally stables If /Ur ^ 0
we find similarly that when h > B the jet is unconditionally
stable, whereas for any viscoelastic material with h < B
there exists a positive real of causing instability. In the
latter case, however, no meaningful basis of comparison can be
established between the behavior of such a jet and a jet of a
Newtonian fluid.
i
i
For unstable jets, dr-oplets formation is controlled by the
particular wave which grows most rapidly. The fastest growing
wave can be found by implicit differentiation of eq.	 (3.22) and
letting dd/dk = 0 (the existence of a positive real of has al-
ready been shown) The fastest growing rate c4 , can in this
way be obtained from the following  expression,
r _ ,
13	 94
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For a Newtonian fluid 'i2(ot) _ 11 0, and eqs . (3.26) and (3.27)
reduce to
d* _ 12-P Rod
2
 + p
o 2P
c R^
Ro	 3'110 Ro 212, + z RoJCrP
Eqs.	 (3.28) and (3.29) are identical to the expressions obtained
by Weber [71]. The zero subscript in o(o	 and k^ denotes Newto-
nian values.
For Newtonian fluids of low viscosity (such as water) for
F which
z t
> >	 (3.30)
J°	 a" Ro	 .
the fastest growing 'rate is given by
0(i
	 =	 (3.31)
Ros
which is identical to the result obtained by Rayleigh for an
inviscid fluid;of in is accordingly designated by the sub-
script "in". The corresponding wave length is
k i =. o.7 o71R.	 (3._32)
For Newtonian fluids of high viscosity such that
2	 < <	 2P	 (3.33)
T: P	 a-Ro
- the fastest growing rate is given byf.
C40 _	 "/(6 Ro jo)
	
03.34)
r
U111;
-
r
r
(3.28)
(3.29)
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No simple expression for d x can be obtained for a jet of
a viscoelastic fluid in view of the complexity of 'vg (ct) . The
value of d* can, however,be readily computed from eq. (3.26)
when '"' (d) assumes a simple form. 'thus, for example, for a jet
of a viscoelastic fluid for which
1z
	 e. ^	 (3.35)
+ Xd
the fastest growing rate is the positive root of the following
n	 quadratic equation:
} '	 ^,^d*	 2	 3	 ^1' —^_ ^ _ cr-	 0	 3.36
Ro	 \ J° o	 ^'
IT
	
	
The relative stability of jets of viscoelastic and Newto^
nian fluids can now also be compared by means of eq. (3.26).
For this purpose eq. (3.26) is divided through by
Using eq. (3,28) then yields4	 y
2--^ F Ro	 d°	 (3.37)
o
It follows from equation (3. 37) that the value of the ratio
*V OL
,
	
on the relative magnitude o f
 A (ol* ) with respect
to o. Fora viscoel.astic fluid for which '^ (d) .is bounded by
;a
'NO)Z (ck* ) < ''4 (0) . Consequently, it follows from eq. (3.37)
r	 that o(,/c4* < 1,- and hence that . a j et of such a fluid is Less
._ ..
	
_7._
,.	 _
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f3.3 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
It has been shown that if the instability of a visco-
elastic jet is dominated by a real latent root Ot. , and if the
complex viscosity is bounded in absolute value by N o , then
the jet is less stable than a jet of a Newtonian fluid of vis-
cosity -q o . On th o other hand, when
	
(oL) is unbounded the jet
may become completely stable. The analysis which led to these
conclusions is subjected to several assumptions whose validity
should be assessed before the results can be evaluated in the
light of the experimental evidence.
One of the underlying assumptions in the present analysis
is that the jet is completely relaxed initially. In reality,
the free jet experiences a stress relaxation in a region near
s E,
	 the exit nozzle. Whereas for low-speed Newtonian jets this re-
r
gion is negligibly short in length, the corresponding length
for viscoelastic jets may be significant and, thus strongly af-
fect the subsequent stability of these jets. The use of a con-
stitutive equation in which 1t (ot) assumed the form given by eq.
(2.3) is valid only when the initial ,profile is virtually re-
laxed. Should the stress relaxation occur along a significant
portion of the jet the use of this equation ceases to be val -
id4 Furthermore, in contrast, to a Newtonian fluid, the flora of
^ft ,	 a viscoelastic fluid inside the capillary tube is accompanied
=t
i
I"Zim
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be generation of normal stresses; the decay of these stresses
along the free jet can not be accounted for by the linear
theory. In the final analysis, one has to weigh the assump-
tion regarding the initial relaxed profile in the light of
the experimental conditions and the properties of the par-
ticular fluid of interest.
The next obvious question bears upon the validity of a
linear stability analysis. The present analysis presupposes
the existence of wave-like disturbances whose initial ampli-
tudes are of infinitesimal order of magnitude as compared
to the unperturbed radius of the jet. The stability of the
jet is, therefore, analized relative to these disturbances
only. Consequently, one can neglect the non-linear terms in
the equations of motion and, at the same time, employ a
linear constitutive equation in place of a more general, non-
linear, equation. If in the course of their growth, the am-
plitudes of the disturbances attain a moderate size, the
Linear analysis can no -, onger be considered applicable and
the subsequent behavior of the -het -must be investigated with
due account to non-linear effects.
In the ca^ e of low speed Newtonian jets the linear
analysis leads to results-which are in excellent agreement
with the experimental data despite the fact that the ampli-
tude of the disturbanc6-wave does attain a moderate size.
4
.a
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►^ 	 This may seem to indicate that the non-linear effects which
are inherent in the momentum equations do not alter signifi-
cantly the growth of disturbances on the surface of low-speed
Newtonian jets.
On the ether hand, the breakup of a jet of a strongly
viscoelastic fluid is characterized by the "droplet-thread"
formation (fig. 1.2 , p. 2) , a phenomenon which seems to 'lie
outside the range of the linear analysis. This does not rule
out the validity of the linear analysis. The linear analysis
- merely attempts to describe the stability of the jet relative
to infinitesimal disturbances; in this sense it is completely
valid. The subsequent growth of the initial disturbances and
's
if
the final - shape of the jet prior to break-up are, in princi-
x
F
1.
; ple, governed by non-linear, mechanism and should not necm
essarily reflect the results of the linear analysis. Yet, it
is interesting to note that the appearance of the first, well-
defined droplet during the break-up of a viscoelastic jet
always occurs at a distance from the nozzle which is shorter
than the break-up length of a Newtonian j et of comparable
zero viscosity [27]. This may very well be a reflection of
the results of the linear analysis.
Y
to the linear analysis,Even more significant, in' relation
are the results of Goldin [271 for jets of weakly viscoelastic
s
fluids. Here a sinusoidal  wave formation is initially apparent.
P_
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However, the subsequent growth pattern is altered before
break-up and a string of droplets connected by thin filaments
of fluid is gradually formed. The droplets are spaced at re-
latively uniform intervals indicating that they have originated
from a constant-wave-length disturbance, in accordance with
the results of the linear analysis. By redefining the break-
up length as the distance from the nozzle to the point where
the amplitude of the disturbance is comparable to the original
jet radius, Goldin observed that these jets are less stable
than Newtonian jets, with the comparison based on equivalent.
zero viscosity. Furthermore, the relative values of the wave
lengths (represented in the case of the viscoelastic jet by
the distance between two adjacent droplets) are also in agree-
ment with the results of the linear analysis.
Thus , although the instability of viscoelastic j ets is
largely dominated by non-linear phenomena, some relevance to
the linear analysis is apparent. Yet, the linear analysis
fails to account forthe most striking phenomenon, namely, the
formation and the unusual stability of the liquid filaments
MW
whLch connect the large droplets, This analysis is indeed in-
.. appropriate since the filaments appear to be under axial
tension and are continually thinning. The formation of liquid
r, filaments under tension and their stability relative to small
surface disturbances will , hence, be examined in the next two
T+
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chapters
Finally, the results of the forgoing analysis indicate
that a jet of a viscoelagti.c fluid which is characterized by
a complex viscosity that is not bounded as d --00 (i.e. h = 0
in eq. 2.3) may be completely stable. However, since no con-
clusive evidence bearing upon this point is available, we are
not in a	 position	 to offer any comprehensive evaluation of
this result. Moreover, a reliable apparatus for measuring
the complex viscosities of viscoelastic solutions in the low -
^k
.. t
frequency range has not yet been developed. Hence, most of
the zero viscosity data reported on in the literature is based
` on extrapolated values. It is, therefore, very conceivable
p,
r
that some viscoelastic solutions that possess an internal
structure may exhibit CL 	 instantaneous elastic response at
low frequencies. According to our results, the stability of
Eli jets of these solutions would be enhanced.
a
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THE SPINNING OF A FILAMENT OF FLUID; MECHANICAL ASPECTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter we noted the formation of thin
liquid filaments which occurs during the break-up of jets of
viscoelastic fluids. In the case of Newtonian jets, filament
formation is virtually absent; filaments of Newtonian fluids
which have occasionally been observed are relatively short in
.length and break up rapidly into secondary droplets. This
contrasting behavior is undoubtedly a manifestation of the
differences in the rheological properties of viscoelastic
and Newtonian fluids.
It is our purpose in this chapter to examine the effect
of the rheological properties ofvarious fluids on their
ability to form liquid filaments. A direct analysis of the
formation of liquid filaments during the break-up of capil-
ti
lary jets is not possible since we do not possess, at present,
nv
sufficient information which would enable us to simulate the
conditions under which these filaments are formed. Instead,
the analysis will be confined to a comparable phenomenon,
gamely, the formation of filaments in spinning processes. In
both cases, the steady behavior of a liquid filament under
ti
axial tension represents the most essential feature. The
El 102t -
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spinning process, admittedly, involves other complex meach-
nisms9 however, the conclusions that can be drawn from the
analysis of the mechanical aspects _ of the spinning process
can be construed with respect to the formation of liquid
filaments in atomization processes and other related appli-
cations.
In a typical commercial process for the production of
synthetic fibers (fig. 4.1), the fluid is forced under pres-
sure through,a symmetrically arranged set of holes in a
flat plate, the s2innerette. The resulting threads are then
rapidly pulled away by a wind-up roll situated as some
distance L from the spinnerette.
(a)
extrusion chamber
spinnerette	 wind-up roll
filaments
-L
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Several spinning methods are currently used, all of
which are designed to produce self-supporting filaments of
sufficient strength and hardness. The fluid is generally fed
into the extrusion chamber under conditions which facilitate
the extrusion of the filaments through the narrow holes of the
_
spinnerette (of the order of 10 -2cm in diameter). The trap-
sition of the fluid from conditions which prevail in the ex-
zzt
trusion chamber to self-supporting filaments is accompanied
by a great increase in the viscosity of the fluid. This
r hardening phenomenon is accomplished by a suitable choice of
:^
r
the medium (and its conditions) through which the filaments
y
are drawn. Accordingly, the spinning methods can be classified
into three broad categories:
}
fi (1) Melt Spinning
.r ;F The filament material 	 generally a polymer,^ g	 y	 p	 ^	 , is extruded
in a melt form into an atmosphere (air) having a temperature
dower than the melting temperature range of the polymer.
Typical drawing speeds are of the order of 10 3cm/sec .
(2) Dry Spinning
The fluid is dissolved in a suitable volatile solvent
prior to its introduction into the extrusion chamber. The
filaments are drawn through air with hardening being caused
:.: by solvent evaporation. Typical drawing speeds are of the
3a order of 10 	 cm/sec .
{
r	
_
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(3) Wet Spinning
The filament fluid in a suitable solution is extruded
i
into a bath of liquid of consistency similar tot that of water.
Hardening is caused by solvent diffusion into the surrounding
fluid. In contrast to Dry and Melt Spinning, the drawing
speeds in a Wet Spinning process are reduced to an, order of
102 cm/sec due to the drag which the surrounding liquid
exerts upon the filament.
The term spinnabiltq (or "Spinnbarket") has often
been used in the literature to describe the ability of a
. fluid to form filaments. This, however, is a rather loose-
definition. The formation of self-supporting fibers depends
both on the Theological properties of the filament fluid as
well as on the.choice of the proper spinning conditions. As
V	 was pointed out by Roberts [561, an "unspinnable :fluid"
might become "spinnable" by a modification of the spinning.
z `	 conditions. It is perhaps more meaningful, therefore, to
define.spinnability on the sole basis of the rheological
properties of the fluid. In this sense a fluid may be re_-
IT,
a^
garded as spinnable if it can form filaments without har -
dening. This is not to say that such a fluid may be processed
commercially without hardening. Indeed, on a commercial basis,
hardening is necessary for the fulfillment of certain physical
and textile requirements among which, of course, is a: suitable
d	
t
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tensile strength. HoToyever, it is very well known that certain
fluids are inherently more suitable to the spinning process
while others are completely inadequate regardless of the spin-
ping method. Such a basic difference in the adaptability of
various fluids to the spinning process must, ultimately, be
related to their rheological properties. Unfortunatley, the
enormous increase in the viscosity of the filament due to
the hardening mechanism dominates the spinning process and
tends to overshadow the effect of the inherent theological
properties of the fluid upon the formation of fibers derived
from it..A rigorous mathematical description of the spinning
process requires the simultaneous application of energy,
mass and momentum balances. The resulting set of equations
can not be solved at present. Therefore, the purpose of this
chapter is to examine the mechanical aspects of the spinning
process only.-In particular, we wish to ascertain the effect
of the rheological properties of the filament fluid upon its
spinnability.
Considered even alone, the mechanical aspects of the
spinning process represent a formidable mathematical task.
In addition to the non-linearity of the dynamic equations,
the main difficulty is associated with the free boundary
of the filament. The free streamlines are not known in ad-
vance and must be determined as part of the solution. Further,
	 ;
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the boundary conditions at the free surface are themselves
dependent on the unknown orientation of the free streamlines.
The problem can be simplified significantly by recognizing
that, except for a relatively short region near the spinne-
rette hole, the transport of momentum at any section of the
filament occurs predominantly in the axial direction. That
is, the mechanicsof the flow are governed largely by the
balance between the axial inertia caused by the action of
the wind-up roll, the resultant tensile force and the ex-
LOW
	
ternal drag. Under these conditions, the axial velocity can
be considered independent of the radial direction and the
momentum equations can then be reduced to an ordinary dif-
ferential equation which relates the axial velocity to the
spinning distance.
In the following sections, the mechanical spinning prob-
lem is first formulated in its complete form. The reduction
of the equations is then accomplished with the aid of the	 -
simplifying assumptions discussed above. Solutions to the
reduced problem are subsequently obtained for Newtonian and
N
non-Newtonian fluids
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4.2 FORMULATION OF THE SPINNING PROBLEM
Assuming the flow to be steady and axisymmetric, the
equations of motion and continuity are:
r-direction
f( Vr aV' + V'_ ayr ) =- ab +-La (Trr r)+aTr^ — Tee	 (4.1.)
ar	 a2:
	
ar r ar	 a I	 r
z-direction
p { V-A aVa +. Vra^A) = - ^ + 1_ (rTYO -+ 1-rA-* +Ya (4.2)a ar a1 rar	 a^
continuity
1 a (1r Vr) _- aVt — -0 (4.3)
r ar
	 a
The boundary conditions specify the value of the axial
velocity at both ends of the spinning way and the stress,,
distribution on the free surface of the filament. The
former conditions are simpl y,
vz (z=0,r) = Vo (44a)
vz (z=L r ) = VL (4.4b)
Turning now to the:free surface, let R(z) be the radius of
the filament, and n and t the normal -and tangential unit
vectors, respectively, at a point on the surface (fig.	 4.2).
I
From elementarygeometry it follows
,
that
-. (4.5a)
r 1
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and
f= -r RI -- 1}	 (4 . 5b)
.	
9	 9
where R' = dR/dz, q = [1 + (R') 	 and it and iz are the
orthonormal base vectors in the radial and axial directions
respectively.
m
t
r
Fig. 4.2 Orientation of the free surface of the filament.
The dynamic conditions prevailing at the free surface are
determined by the interaction between the filament and its
surrounding. Accordingly, the normal component of the stress
vector is balanced against the stress induced by the surface
tension force, and the t angential component of the stress
vector is balanced by the external drag caused by the sur-
r
rounding medium. Denoting the magnitudes of the normaland
the tangential components *of the stress vector by snn and
_s,nt
 respectively, the above conditions are
i
Nnn = •(n•S)= 1I 1	 Lgip. +Trr R'Trz]+,R' [Tr. - R' (-p+Tzz)q	 q	
= 2HQ` (4.7)   
u_
i
i
1
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and
snt	 F4 	 S) _N
_ -R' -p +Trr
 - R'Trz - 1 rz - R' (-p +TZZ) = Fd 	(4.8)Cq2.
where 0- is the coefficient of surface tension, and 2H is
the mean curvature of the free surface, given by
2H = - l + R_"a	 (4.9)
qR	 q3
Fd
 is the external drag. A suitable expression for F d will
be incorporated into the reducedproblem which is considered
	
g	 in the following section. At present we leave it unspecified.
Multiplying Eq., (4.7) by R' and adding the resulting expres
.r
sion to eq. (4.8) gives
-:	 -	 )T rz	 R' (-p + T ZZ )	 Fd	 2Ha'R'	 (4,_10
4 `, FRO. Multiplying eq (4.8) by -R' and. adding it to eq . (4.7)
gives
-p + T
	
- R '
 Trz - -FdR' + 2H r	 (4. 11 )rr
E s	 4,10 and ,4.11 will henceforth be
_q 	(	 )	 (	 )	 ^	 9 regarded as theg
boundary conditions at the free surface. For convenience,
we summarize the four-boundary,conditions for the spinning
flow:
(1)	 vz(z=O^r)	 Vo	 (4.12.
( 2 )	 vz(z=L,r) = VL	 (E$ .lZb)
111
(3) Trz - R' (-p + TZZ) 
r=R 
_ -Fd
	2HT R'
	 (4.12c)
(4)
1-
p + Trr - R'TrZ = -FdR' + 2H0' (4.12d)
r-R
In addition the following relation holds at the free surface
of the filament
'=	 _ _ _	 _yr (r R)	 DR	 vZ (r R)R (.4.13)
Dt
{ 4.3	 THE REDUCED PROBLEM
The following conditions.are assumed:
( i ) vZ > > yr
(4.14)
111,41,
Vi = d
a.r
Using condition (i), it follows from eq. 	 (4013) that
1 (4.15)
:. Using condition (ii), it follows from the continuity equa-
tion (4.3) that
Vr —	 r a V (4.16)r.
a
and, further, that
r jo ,ff V-* rdrde	 _	 jP rZ V?.R2 - CQNSTAH T _	 111 (4.17)
^'W
o 0
Eq.	 (4017) thus becomes the continuity equation for the
reduced problem with W being the mass flow rate across any
- _..... 	
-	
...._ .... ....».
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section of the filament. The value of W can be obtained from
W = f 1LVoRo	 (4.18)
where Ro is the radius of the spinnerette hole and Vo, the
i
average exit velocity.
The reduction of the-momentum equations (in accordance
with the above simplifications) can be facilitated by an
order of magnitude estimate. However, in order to assign
a magnitude to the stress terms appearing in the momentum
equations, it is first necessary to relate these stresses
to the motion. Accordingly, the magnitude of the stress
terms will be estimated on the basis of the constitutive
equations for a Newtonian fluid. That is, with J' and L
corresponding, respectively, to some characteristic lengths
in the racial and axial directions, let
a
1 Y1^ —p a ^r = — ^o a ``e = O r^o ^O/^^
(4,19)
Tra 
_
	 12a a Vir	 Ai r
 a Va — 0[1 -Q,^To/L
75 L
Tee	 2'^o y^t
 _ _ 'qO	 Va 0 -9.V-/l-
r	 a
. In the above equations use has been made ofeq.	 (4. 16) and
the fact that vz = 0 (Vo) . Using eq .	 (4.19) , the z -direct ion
momentum equation	 4.2) becomesq	 ( with the ^:a nitude of the	 ^,(	 mag e,:
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terms which involve velocity component written below),
	
^Vaay-*
	a2 Vi + P^
	
a2	 aFE
(4.20)
0[Yv-2/L] 	 [^. V./Ol
Likewise, the r-direction momentum equation (4.1) becomes,
4C^^)	 2 
0 S  ^, V^ 	 0
'PY/L'
L L
.°, In eq.	 (4021) each term.. which involves avelocity .–component
is, by comparison to the corresponding term of eq. (40 20),
of lesser order by a factor of d/L. Since our basic assump
' tions- _imply that	 S/L 4< 1 (eq. 4.15), it follows that
MIR ap/ a-r may be neglected in comparison to ap/ a	 o That is
the pressure is constant throughout the thickness of the
filament and is dependent on the axial direction only.
_Y
:,. The momentum equations now read:
J'V2:a Via- — ab	 + ^"^"	 l a WT,.-a) -a- (4.22)
2	 a	 a	 r ar
x.r: 0 _	 a p (4.23)
r* ar
a {'^` rat -
y
•R
V1
Y
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The boundary conditions at the free surface are similarly
reduced to
(3)
[Tr 
a - W	 + Pa + WT
rx A (4.24)
(4)
+ Trr 1 1r=
= -- T
R R
In order to take account of these conditions (since the
r.
r-direction momentum equation has been eliminated), eq.	 (4.22)
is integrated over the cross sectional area of the filament
as follows
Pvt ut V- d
P,
P + T-* -&) r d r +L a(Y'_TY-r)YdY'
sr
R
r
-1
(4.25)
- of zi Z V,o 0
or
R
R[Ty--t-(-P+T-t-* )R '	 (4. 26)
ar	 ]Y=,R
	
21
0
Since v
z
 is regarded as a function of z only,, ordinary deriv-
atives will, henceforth, replace partial derivatives whenever
the quantities involved are solely related to vz or to its
rrn higher-order derivatives. Eq.	 (4.26) thus becomes
Vi: d Vp R
-1dTT
+ T-t R	 + T-t -a)	 (4.27)
"JI
By using the boundary conditions at the free surface (4.24)
as well as the continuity equation for the reduced problem
(4.17),	 eq. (4.27) assumes the form.
s+
4
r.
^
f ^Je
5	 f
:k
=t
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W d V; -1r d (Ta-a — Try- — C) R^ _ 21C R (Ft — 3: cr) , irf'^ R^'
dT	 a-	 R	 R
(4.28)
A suitable expression for the external drag, F d , can be
fashioned after the results of Cooke [17] who has obtained
a formula for the drag caused by the flow of fluids along
thin cylinders ot'arbitrary cross-section. Accordingly,
Fd = 1 ^u(m, V (0.696 + 1.32 8 d,-l )	 (4.29)
R
where
d	 L
R^1'^, V
fm and /Ul .m are the density and viscosity, respectively, of
the medium liqu id, and b is the length of the filament
Substituting eq. (4029) into eq. (4028) and using the con-
tinuity equation to eliminate terms involving R and R e gives
the <final form of the governing equation of motion for the
reduced problem:
r 1
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: 	 The boundary conditions are:
yf
—	 _v} l0)	 Vc	 Vs (^) V►.	 ^T^ > Va	 (4.31)
It should be noted that the reduction of the dynamic
equations leading to eq. (4030) has been, in part, based
upon the constitutive equation for a Newtonian fluids Eq.
(4.30) , nonetheless, will be regarded as the governing
momentum equation for filaments of non-Newtonian fluids as
2
well; that is, provided that ihe constitutive equations for
such fluids do not offer any substantial contradiction to
..y
the arguments presented above
(r`
4.4 SOLUTIONS FOR A FILAMENT OF A .NEWTONIAN FLUID
For a Newtonian fluid,
.
	
	 -r-^} r o o d V-*Try =	 o d y^k`	 d	 ctl^F
The governing equation of motion for a filament of a Newto-
nian fluid thus becomes
Wd v	 d 
_1 3 d V^ Q` V ^^ - 2Itf V, 2-Tr b Cr dV^	 (4.32
_d dz V}	 m	 )	 q 3/2. d A	 )b
where
b =
	 0. E 9 C# + 0.5 3 2.
;ro 	 The boundary conditions are
V .,(o)	 V'4	 Vs (L) = VL	 (4.33)
'tea
...._.
IWe now introduce the following dimensionless quantities:
	
VV
 y-a	 -- R	 ^ = Z	 (4.34)
	
--	
Vo	
3r_,,.	
R,	
^	
L
In a dimensionless form, the continuity and the equation of
motion become, re6pectively,
d 2 V = 1	 (4.35)
dv=d 1 1 dv_v
	 ^^1_zFv-V	 G+	 (4.36)
d§	 dt V^R	
T,
	
^dt
	
l	 V
where RL p YC L
	
- i o- 	 Cr
Y V07- Ro	 '	 Ro
	
p 1F = ,l am 0.33;L.!=- (R-M) + ^. 696 L (^rr,)
	
.P	 Ro	 Ro
and
/'.m Vo L /µ,
The boundary conditions are similar ly
	  defined as
V(0) = 1	 v(l)	 V L = 
'vl	 vl	
1	 (4.37)
Vo
The dimensionless groups defined above represent ratios of
magnitudes between the inertia and the other _forces which
u arise-in the spinning process. Thus,
i.
R	 viscous force
inertia
F	 external drag
inertia
_.r
	
- -
^1 r
idy ^
w
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= surface tension
inertia
G =gravity
inertia
Eq. (4.36) can not be solved analytically; consequently,
numerical solutions were obtained with the aid of a digital
computer. However, it is worthwhile to examine in detail
two special cases for which an analytic solution can be
obtained.
1. Solution in the Absence of Drag Gravity and Surface
Tension
In the absence of gravity and surface effects, eq. (4.36)
reduces to
RL. d v _	 1 d v]	 (4.38)
d ^v d^
with boundary conditions,
v(0)	 1	 V(1)'= vl	vl > 1 (4.39)
' The first integral of eq. .(4.38) is
d!v	 R^v(v c)	 (4.40)
where C is an arbitrary constant. Integrating eq. (4.40)
between	 0 and _ yields
vO	 C	 (4.41)
r.
Cr- 1)R`c +
	
e	 1a:
i
The value of the constant C is to be determined from the
`.:A
r 1
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boundary condition at ^ = 1. It is clear from eqs. (4.40) and
(4.41) that the value of C should be less than unity; other-
wise, the velocity will increase along the spinning way, that
is, no solution would exist. When C = 1, v(^) = 1 identically.
A close examination of eq.	 (4041) shows that the bound-
ary condition at = 1 (i.e. v vl; V  > 1) can be satisfied
for any independent choice of v l and RL In particular, we
can choose RL
 as large as we please (corresponding to a low-
viscosity fluid) , and yet obtain any value of v  (vl > 1) we
desire. Physically this is impossible since a very low-
viscosity fluid (such as'water) can not be spun at all. To
,d.
see that such is the case, let
Y> o (4.42a)
Eq.	 (4041) becomes at = 1,
V1 (4.42b)_
For large Y
	 i.e., for a value of C very close to unity,z	 rz
(4.42c)1 -(RL -Y)
from which
(4.424)x
F.
f^
r..
rTh,,_,
	 o  c: h^io ing C	 enough t ,, , :,nity, we c-in	 a
(v, > 1) for any large valLe of R	 i _- eL
of S L !"_I1  1-1 v __ I i L 10 C f C is o b v L ^.) u s f r, j w. e q , _^ ^ , ( - " , 4 2a.)  : A n d ^^. , - t - 42 d ) .
This is 4 r4ther pizzliag result , Ho41,ever, if we eKamine t•he
variaLEI -t ^f vk	 along the spinning wa.y for a large R kC1	 L f ig-
4 , 3) paid c,-Impare it to the c-^-, ,_-rospcnding	 f^7;.r- .-i high-
visco-sity flaiid	 all RL), the puzzle n-ay be re solved. IL is
clear frcm fig,. 4,,3 that, for a large val'Lie of RL, the velo-
city is virtually unchanged along most of the spinning way;
J u st before	 1. the velocity suddenly increase-, wits theJL
corresponding velocity gradient attaining enormously high
values, Thti is in contrast to the case in which RL is small,
whc,-., re t'ttk-, velocity varies gradually. The shape of the fila-
ments corresponding to these solutions can be obtained via
the cf?ntinijity equation, and are depicted in fig, 4.4. Thus ,
   v -1 1 u e ,-,, o f R	 affect of	 the filamentfor lar ge theL
at a given speed at	 1 appears to be manifested only in
an extrerrely short region near the wind --up roll; throughout
most, of -!7he ^pirning way no appreciable el ,".7,Pgation occurs.
For such a case, however, the reduced solution is not valid
since oki*.­ basic as.!iimption requires that, the variation in the
radius of the filament be smalL. One can perhaps interpret
these re-ults amp an indication that filaments of low visco
ty sir-y can not, indeed, be formed, since any application of
1 121i
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7
tensile stress would result in a rapid thinning, leading to
an irunediate break-up of the filament.
Even in the case of high-viscosity fluids, the omission
drag,of the surface effects
	
especially the external 	 yieldsP	 Y	 g^ Y
solutions which seem to furnish little insight into the spin-
ning problem. Hence we turn now to the case in which the ef-
fect of the external drag is included.
2. The Effect of the External Drag; Wet Spinning,
er In the interest of obtaining an analytic solution, we
consider the case in which the inertial term can be neglected
^m^^ n
4 in comparison with external drag; i.e., for F >> 1 o Such a
choice	 in fact 	 represents typical conditions which prevail^	 ^	 P	 YP	 P
in most Wet Spinning processes where the filaments are drawn
at a relatively low speed (of the order of 10 2 cm/sec)
through a bath of liquid of _consistency similar to that of
r
water. For this case, the governing equation becomes (with
gravity and.. surface tension not included).°
2FRL v	 (4.43)
d
IL
with boundary conditions,
V(0) = 1	 v(1) = vl ,	 vl > 1	 (4.44)
V:ist7
ti
The solution to eq. (4.43) is
(4 45)V ( ^)	 q1 1 +- a'r1 A	 + an	 1- A^'	 •
 
A.
hx
a
,.5
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where	 2(FRL)2, and A is an arbitrary constant to be de-
termined from the boundary condition at S = 1, i.e.,
Vi = AO- [1 + ^ .1nz A P + ta- i hqa	 (4.46 )
` T	 y lA
For a physically meaningful solution to exist, the value of
A can not exceedunity. When A= 1, eq. (4.45) becomes
v(S) = 1 + tan2 ( P/2)§	 (4.47)
and vi is
Vi	 1 + tan 2
 f	 (4.48)s	 2
For a fixed value of	 the pullaway speed, v l , of eq.
(4.48) is smaller than any v l of eq. (4046) corresponding
to a value of A smaller than unity, i.e.,
(1 + tam'^) < A^ 1 + taln" (• 	 =- AA^ + ta'n 1 A < 1 (4.49)
2	 C
A"
Similarly,	
-	 A^
l , v(^)_ of eq. (4.47) is always smaller than the
corresponding. v(S) of eq. (4.45) with A < 1. This is shown
y
schematically in fig., 4.5.
v O
a
y	 ^
P	 ^
	
P^Py i
	
1aA1>Ai
V_:t
	
µr;;	 Fig. 4.5 Schematic <illustration of the solutions to eq:
	
,	 (4.45) for different pullaway velocities.
I
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It can be rioted further that'A = 1,.(eq. 4.47), corresponds
to the condition dv/0 0 at	 0 .. whi.le A < 1 in . eq.. (4.45)
implies that dv(0) /d^>0. Thus , the velocity curve of eq. (4.47)
can be regarded as a bound on all. existing so.lutions...In
,particular, fore a fixed value. of P , a solution exists only
if
P t TC	 (4.50)
When P >'R , v(^) is singular at ^ < i I and, hence, no, solu-
tion exists. In terms of the flow parameters, the inequality
of (4.50) is
_	
d	 . _ [0.332.L R.m1/z
	
0.6 9 6 L R^► 11	 nC	 4.51^-	 (	 )
where
R%_JP1,V*L
Eq. (4451) can provide-an ,estimate of theminimum viscosity,
( 	 )	 which is..-required for some specific-spinning con-^ o mini
a
d-itions (RO ,. L, etc').. According-ly,
1o^^nn i^n =^ 4o (( /-w 01 33 ' Z	 Rr, -}. 0 696 a Rte,	 (4.52)
Ra	 Re3 TC 4
with, the restriction (corresponding to the assumption which
^hes allowed us to omit , the inertia in the .orisinal momentum
equation) that
125
F = /'= 0-132   L Rrn ,2 -^-' 0.69 6 L R.^„1 3M	 > 1
P	 Ro	 R;
(4.53)
In-a typical Wet Spinning process,
Vo = 100 cm/sec ; 'Pm = 1.0 gm/cm3 	m = 0.01 poise (4.54)
Thus, for a- spinning, way of L = 100cm, it follows from eqs .
(4.52) - (4.54) that the minimum viscosity is related to the
radius of the spinnerette hole Ro by
(Q o )min
	
	
10 	 Ro < 0.01 cm	 (4.55)
R
0
On the other hand, for a fixed value of Ro, typically
F^JLI
Ro = 0.01 cm, the minimum viscosity is related to the spin-
ning Length by
- lOL2 poise	 L 10 cm	 4.56omin=
	 (	 )
E^s,,	 (4.55) and (4,56) can be combined to,,r
('-o)min
	
10 3 L ' poise	 L ? 10 cm ..;r R (4.57)
L, > 103
a nL Ro
Inasmuch as Ro = 0.01 cm and L _ 100 cm (together with the
conditions listed in eq. 4.54) are representative values of
a typ ical Wet Spinning process,	 it follows from e . 	 4.5,7)yP	 F	  F	 q	 (
that a NeTw ton.ian fluid can be spun under these conditions
..	 .
,.: _only if the viscosity of ratherthe fluid is 	 hg 5(> 10 poise) .
;v
_._	 _ VF-77 71Y
r	 I
i
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A filament of a Newtonian fluid of viscosity less than
k
105 poise will, under these conditions, promptly break
near the spinnerette hole
The Full Governin& Equation (4036) and its Solutions
As was pointed out before, a solution to eq. (4.36)
can only be obtained numerically, Rather than search for
solutions which.satisfy a particular value of v l at S = 1,
the numerical scheme has been designed to explore the ex-
istence of all possible solutions. This can be readily done
by varying the value of the velocity gradient at = 0, and
integrating the :momentum equation in the ^ -direction. The
f	 curves thus generated exhibit three geLeral properties
(a) The velocity curves always tend to infinity at^ a dis-
tance which depends on the flow parameters.
(b) For horizontal spinning (G = 0), the largest distance
along which the velocity remains finite corresponds to
the choice of dv(0)/-dy	 0. Further, for the choice of
dv(0)/dt >0, the velocity curve always -lies above the
corresponding curve with dv(0)/8	 0.
(c) The effect of surface tension is negligibly small in
u,
all. cases where a solution exists at =l, _for L-0(100cm)
I 
F,
	
	
In view of properties (a) and (b) we define a limit curve as
the velocity curve which remains finite for the ;largest
Evil..
s	
_
V M
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distance. For horizontal spinning (G = 0), the limit curve
corresponds, the:-efore, to the curve with dv(0) /d ^ = 0.
The limit curve can be regarded as a bound on existing
solutions. This is illustrated below (.fig. 4.6) where the
shaded area represents the region of all existing solutions.
Furthermore, if the limit curve is singular at ^ < 1, the
boundary condition at ^ = 1 can not be satisfied and, hence,
no solution exists.
lunit curveI^._'h
1
^	 X11
:.: Fig. 4.6 The limit curve.
The limit curves may also represent anestimat e of the
	
maximum filament  lersg th ,L	 that a fluid can for undermax
._prescribed set of conditions. Since the external drag of
eq. (4029) is based, in advance, on a fixed value of L,
estimates of the maximum filament length must be regarded
as rough approximations However, for very thin.filaments
2
ey
	
..iu	 v.	 —	
•	 a
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of the order of 0.01 cm and thinner the d(	 thin er),	 eendance of the-p
external drag on the spinning length L is negligible, and the
validity of the above estimates is, therefore, enhanced.
The concept of the limit curve shall be used throughout
this study whenever applicable. In order to maintain the two
points of view discussed above (i.e. the limit curve as (i)
a bound on the region of existing solutions and (ii) an es-
timate of the maximum spinning length), the limit curves have
been plotted in the original dimensional variables.
Figs. (407) and (408) depict limit curves for the hori-
zontal drawing of filaments of Newtonian fluids. In 'both of
these figures, the spinning conditions correspond to a ty-
pical Dry Spinning process with air as the surrounding medium
(P m = 10 2 . 10 -3gm/cm3 , JAm = 2-10 -4 poise). The external drag
has been based on L = 100 cm. Figs. (4.7) and (4a8) (corre-
sponding, respectively, to values of Ro of 0,1 and 0,01 cm)
i	 show the variations in the limit curves for several values ofu
the filament viscosity. The latter is represented in terms of
the Trouton viscosity 	 which , for a Newtonian fluid, is
E
related to IQ 
o 
by
3,n o
From these figures, it is possible again to estimate the mini-
mum viscosity which is required for the formation of a fila-
ment, 100 cm lone;, under the conditions shown. Accordingly,
Ro Wi'axo • i cm
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^... 	 I for R. W 0. 1 Cm (it O )min = 4 . 103  
poise
and
for Ro = 0.01 CM2 (71o)min = 2 . 104 poise
For values of Ro.eppreciably-smaller-than 0. ► 1.cm, the inertia
becomes negligibly small compared to the drag, and the minimum
viscosity may belestim ated with the aid of.eq. (4.52) (corre-
sponding to-the solution without inertia). Thus,
for Ro = 0.001 cm, ('qO)min,m 3,105 poise
The above-eatiniates are summarized below:
R cm01; 6)min; poise
0..1 4.10
3
0.01 2.10Rik
0'.001 3-105
Table.4.1	 Minimum viscosity as a function of the:sP innerette
hole , radius, Ro, for-Dry'Spinning .-(conditions are
s hown in f ig s	 4. 7. and., 4. 8)
The.- Effect of Gravity
In many of the commerci-al,spinning , proce,sses, the fila-
ments are drawn vertically downwards. Such an arrangement may
be, due to technical convenience. since, otherwise, the effect
of gravity is not too,appreciable..On the whole, the effect
of gravity is favorable-to:spinning since the necessary
z	 Ark
i
132
i'
u
t
_t
force applied at the wind-up roll .(corresponding to a given
a
pullaway velocity) , is. smaller when the filaments are drawn
downwards than in the case in which the filaments are drawn
horizontally. Hcd yever, , on-the basis of our results, it is
doubtful that one can form a satisfactory fiber in "gravi-
tational spinning" if a similar attempt has failed with the
drawing maintained horizontally. Fig. 4.9 depicts two limit
curves corresponding to gravitational and horizontal spin-
ning .
Note that when the effect of gravity is included, the
limit curve dues not.neces.sarily correspond to the solution
of eq . (4.36) with dv(0) /d ^ = 0. Rewriting'- eq .. (4.36) in the
form
N
^, 	 a^vdv	 y) -4-
v
it can be seen that if
dv(0)/d^. = 0-; 2FRL < G
it ' follows  that
(4.58)
(4.59)
d2v(0)/d	 < 0	 (4.60)
Consequently, the velocity-will decrease-along ,some-portion
or, all along..the:spinning way; a situation which does not
	
E	 n ^rm o re lit' 'therefore when the inequality of 4.591
	
:.. z ,..	 co_ fo	 t	 a	 Y	 y	 q	 Y
holds, the limit curve will.corres'pond to a solution.of eq.
(4.. 36) , with. dv (0) . /d > 0
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The Effect of Hardening
The formation of self-supporting fibers of sufficient
strength is generally accompanied by a viscosity increase
of several orders of magnitude. This hardening process is
caused by the exchange of.mass or heat (depending on the
particular spinning method)"between the filament and its
} surrounding. A proper description of the hardening 	 keno-g	 P	 P	 P	 g P
menon must involve the simultaneous application of energy,
mass and momentum balances, a problem which at present can
not be solved. In addition, the knowledge of the dependence
of the material properties on heat and mass transfer is
quite inadequate. Therefore, in order to ascertain the ef-
fect of hardening, the .viscos ity increase along the spinning
_r way has been described in an arbitrary, fashion (disregarding
an . ex ression such asmass and energy changes) by 	 p
^Zo( 1 + mz2 )	 (4.61a)
Olt, Or , in a dimensionless farm
RL (z)	 RLo(1 + M 2) -1	 M,= ML 	 (4.61b)
:
where	 and- RLO	 are the ..initial values of the viscosityo
,and the Reynolds number at the exit nozzle.
Fig. 4.10 compares the spinning of . a filament of a
Newtonian fluid with and without hardening. Eq. (4.61),
,. with m = 0.5 (or, equivalently, M = 50 for L = 100 cm) , has
j
r'.	 = ^,.;-
'
•	 ^...
r•	 4
c	
`
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been used to describe the viscosity	 ncrease along the spin--y	 g
ning way due to hardening. Fig. 4.10 makes it clear that a
filament which otherwise would break up (no hardening) , can
be readily spun when the effect of hardening is appreciable
(corresponding in the present case to a fiftyfold increase
in the viscosity along a spinning war of 100 cm) . Note, fur-
ther, the occurence of an inflexion point in the velocity
curve, the presence of which is typical to all industrial
spinning data.
.S
4._5	 SOLUTIONS FOR FILAMENTS OF NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
L When one enters the domain of non-Newtonian fluids, the
first difficulty which arises is that of selecting a suitable
constitutive equation which, together with the momentum.equa-
tion, can furnish. a solution subject to the specified bound-
ary conditions. Thus, pursuing this direct approach, we find
that the more general constitutive equations such as Noll's
`. simple fluid theory, are mathematically unmanageable in the
present case. This, even in view of the simplifying assump-
tion that the axial velocity, vZ , is independent of the
radial direction. :Instead, one must resort to any of the
:. relatively simple, explicit, constitutivey	 p equations whichP	 q
t have been, hitherto, used by rheologists with some degree of
success. Accordingly, three equations of this type have been
I
.y
tti
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selected. The first, representing a viscoinelastic fluid, is
the Reiner-Rivlin constitutive equation which has the form
T2AoD+ 4P1dIx
	
(4.62)
where D is the race of strain tensor, and Po and	 areN
positive material constants. The two other equations repre-
sent two different non-linear generalizations of the linear
Maxwell fluid: The first
	
T -t- d c T	 2'7o D
T_
is commonly referred -to as O ldr. oyd_ fluid A, and
_..	
'- T
-a- d	 2'7, p	 (4.64)
dt
is commonly called the Oldroyd fluid B. In eqs . (4 .63) and
(4.64) 1^ 0
 
is the zero viscosity, X is a positive fluid
constant and do /dt and do /dt are the convected derivatives
defined by egso (1.57) and (1058)
(4.63)
!.° Reiner-Rivlin Fluid
t
^w
In accordance with the simplifying assumptions of eq.
(4.14), the stress distribution in a filament of a Reiner-
Rivlin fluid is given by
Tr
d^
,,
wn
s, T.	 2^o
	
V*
. 4p (4.66)s	 t CTI
—7)T
,t
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It follows that
Ta i, — Tw r
	
3	 V1 --. 3 ps (d
	 (4.67)d1	 td^
or
T}— T, 	 3Am dV} 4, X dV-	 (4.68)
d T	 aI
where
In the absence of surface tension effects
Tzz Trr = Szz
so that eq.	 (4068) may be used to define the elongational,
or Trouton viscosity, for a Reiner-Rivlin fluid, i.e.,
(^7T)R.L. --	 S;^ 	 3p (l	 (4,69)(dV#/d)	 d
where the initials R.L. serve to distinguish (O1 T)R.L. from
the corresponding notation for a Newtonian fluid.
Substituting eq.
	 (4. 68) into eq.	 (40 30), and casting the
resulting equation in a dimensionless form, yields
R L d v_ d d v + : d V1
^
Q F R L v+ _G 	 (4.70)
d^	
_d^ v	 d	 v-
where'	 -
R L	 Pv* L	 :L— AiVr,—
I )%	 L
3.
FT,
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The boundary conditions remain
t
	 v(0) = 1 ; v(1) = v  ; v 1
 " 1	 (4.71)
When :L = 0 ( Aa.= 0) , eq. (4.70) clearly becomes identi-
cal to the corresponding equation for a filament of a Newto-
nian fluid (4.36). A comparison between the spinnability of
a filament of a Reiner-Rivlin fluid and that of a Newtonian
fluid can, therefore, be drawn on the basis of an equivalent
zero viscosity (110 
= 1" 0). Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 provide such
.a comparison. The spinning conditions are those typical to
Dry Spinning processes with air as the surrounding medium
U m
 
1.2 . 10 -3 gm/Icm3, }C m = 2 . 10
-4 poise). The values of
the zero viscosities which have been selected are 3 1g o = 104
p oise (for fig. 4.11) and 3'q o = 103 (for fig. 4.12). The
values of X 2 have been varied of several decades of magni-
tude. The solutions shown in these figures are the limit
curves corresponding to-the solutions of the momentum equa-
tion with dv(o) /d^ _ 0
lµ From figs. 4.11 and 4.12 it is obvious that Newtonian
fluids (with values of 71 0 -given above) ' can not be spun over
a spinning length of 100 cm, whereas a Reiner -Rivlin fluid
#	 can readily be spun over this length provided that 2 is
sufficiently large. In otherwords, if the apparent viscosity
..	 a
increases sufficiently quickly with the rate of elongation,
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a filament of a fluid with a relatively small zero viscosity
can be spun without hardening.
Reference to eq. (4.69) shows indeed that, for any posi-
tive valve of 2 the elongational viscosity of a Reiner-
..
Rivlin fluid increases with the elongation rate.
zAN Oldroyd Fluids A and B
The stress distribution in filaments of Oldroyd fluids
INS
A and B is given by:
Oldroyd f lu id A,
Trr (1 - A d V-a) 	 v. dTrr -s o 4_ya	 (4.72a)
dI	 d-Z
	
Tn(1+2,A dVa) + AVa dTi-i — 2-% dVa	 (4.72b)
a -4
	
d'e
Oldroyd fluid B
Ti-r(l+A dVI)
 4.AVad Irr 	 La
d	 a( -
T--(1-2adV.1)+ AV1 dT--" -* 2 0dV
WT	 dI	 d
(4 73a)
(4.73b)
Unlike the previous cases, the us.. of the above equations
to eliminate Trr and Tzz appearing in the momentum equation
(4030) can not be accomplished. Instead, it is necessary to
obtain three first-order differential equations of the form
dvz/dz f (vz, Tzz, Trr)
,r
d°Trr/dz g (vz
 
, Tz Z , Trr) (4.74)
c. dTzz/dz = h(vz, Tzz) fi r )
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The resulting equations are rather lengthy; cast in a di-
mensionless form they are:
Q ldroyd f lu id A,
2 F RL ;I V 3+ Tz -. Tit
d	 3 - 3a Tz - 2RLV"
(4.75a)
dTz= 4FRL(1
dt
RSV Tz + (Tz —T7. - 2 TR
3 — 3a TZ ;RLVZ
/a 4- 2 TzTR )/V	
(4.75b)
(4.75c)dTa = 2FRJ y^(aTR -1) - (Tz-TR ) - -Tig (3 31 
"'Fz 
- 
a RL V'')
d	 _	 -(3 '^aTz	 a RLV')aV
o ldroyd f lu id s
d  = IFRO V
3 
Tz - TR	 (4.76a)d5	 3 --aRLV' +2Tz +2aTR__
dTz = 4FRLv^'C1+)Tz) -- a Tot (14-;?TzV(a V) 4. Tz(RLy +Tz/V _ 1Ta /V- 1/•iV)
d^ 3 IRLV z + ITz +21 TR
(4.76b)
_ 
(1 +aTPXIFRLaV 3 Tz TO T20- aRLV^+A Tz +2R TRH
C1
	 (3 - aRLV' + Tz + 2.1TR)a'V
(4.76c)
where
f	 RL = f V	 T	 T} , Ta = Trr ? a = aV (4.77)
	
S% 
	
(o vo/L	 (ovo /L	 L
The above equations, admittedly, are very complex and a mere
visual examination does not seem to furnish any significant
7
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information concerning the spinning of fluids obeying these
equations. The numerical results show that there is no ap-
preciable difference in the results obtained for fluids A
and B. This is in marked contrast to steady shear flow in
which the constitutive equations for these two fluids give
rise to fundamentally different results.
In order to obtain numerical results it is first ne-
cessary to select the initial values of 'T% and T R (i.e.,
TZ (0) and Tp, (0)) . Several suitable selections have been
tried and it appears that the choice
i
	
Tz (0)	 0 , Tp, (0) = 0	 (4.78)
provides the limit curves of the solutions in the sense that
v (t) described by these curves remains finite for the-largest
distance. The resulting solutions show that both fluids A.and
B are less spinnable than a • Newtonian fluid of the same zero
viscosity, That is, as A-increases the-maximum filament length
(corresponding to the limit curves) decreases This is illus-
trated in fig. 4.13 in which the limit curves for fluid A,
corresponding to different values of X, are shown. Since
represents a measure of the elasticity of the fluid, the
above results stand in contradiction to the physical evidence
which indicates that viscoelastic fluids are appreciably more
t	 spinnable than Newtonian fluids-.
In order to understand the reason for this discrepancy
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consider the stress distribution in a filament of an Oldroyd
fluid A given by eqs. (4.72a) and (4.72b). Denoting dvz/dz,
	
dTrr/dz and dT /dz b v^	 T' and T'	 respectively , a s.zz	 y z	 rr	 zz^ 	 q
(4.72a) and (4.72b) can be written as
1
1i
1
s
t Trr = - o V. - A V-.P- Trr
1— x V-1,
Tz-a = 2.71. vz — A V  Tz-a
1 -#- 2,A V1
From which (in the absence of surface tension)
S-am = Ti  - Trr = 372, VL - AVM ia0 ^+ Va -+ aV Trr (1 2.
(1 ° A V , (IL + -Lx V-*F;
(4.79a)
(4.79b)
(4.80)
Cons ider now the case in which the velocity gradient increases
v ,
and approaches the value
(4.81)
a
In this case, it follows from eq.
	 (4.72a) that
^.:
Trr 
_ - ^1m VE	 - 11 0 (4.82)
.. A VS	 a v
Eq.	 (4. 80) thus becomes
. S7. -a _ 207. Va	 _ z (4.83.)
1 + 2^ V 	 3A 
r
and the elongational 
viscosity.('QT)A 
is
E ('q r)p = S^ (4.84)
F 
e t
J
1i
I
1
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Thus as the velocity gradient increases, the elongational
viscosity, (71r) A , of the Oldroyd fluid A decreases. As vZ
approaches the value of 1/A,the elongational viscosity be-
comes (2/3)'Q o which is of course smaller than the elonga-
tional viscosity of a Newtonian fluid for which
'12 T = 3 7?o
For an Oldroyd fluid B, it follows from eqs. (4.73a) and
(4.73b) that
Soz = -Fta Trr = Site - AV^T (1 +-.AVM)+XV1Trr(1-2^V) (4.85)(1 +w )(1- 2 XV')
In this case, as vz increases and approaches the value
1	 (4.86)
it follows from eq. (4.73b) that
TZ" _ 2No Val _ 12o
x V	
^^ V
and hence S becomes
(4.87)
►^ 12c, VLL	 (4.88)
Consequently, when v' = 1/2 the elongational viscosity, ('^T)B
r, of the Oldroyd lu id B is
^s4
_I
^' Tl g a	 (4.89 )
Y
k-
r	 1
1
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Here again, as the velocity gradient increases, the resist-
ance of th--- fluid to streching (represented by the elonga-
tional viscosity) decreases. Based on the forgoing analysis,
therefore, it appears that the constitutive equations of the
Oldroyd fluids are unsuitable for the description of the spin-
ning of viscoelastic fluids.
The above conclusion stands in opposition to several
works in whin^h the constitutive equations of the Oldroyd
type are claimed to be proper representatives of viscoelastic
fluids in spinning processes. MOt ner [37] , Pearson [47] and
.' others have shown that the constitutive equations of the
Oldroyd type do predict an elongational viscosity which in-
' creases with the elongatonal rate. Hov,Tever, the works cited
h . above are confined only to the study of steady extension
with negligible inertia. In steady extension the velocity
gradient is a constant, dvZ/dz = e say; consequently, it is
i possible to show that, in the absence of inertia and surface
effects, the stresses Tzz and Trr are both constants. Under
these circumstances, the stresses in a filament of an Oldroyd
fluid B, for example, can be obtained .from. eqs . 	 (4.73a) and
I
(4.73b) by letting
=. (i) dvZ/dz = constant = e 	 4.90)
(ii) T zz = Trr = 0	 (4.91)
t
T
2 xe
(4.93)
(x+ •92)
so that S ZZ , the r^total tensile stress, is
S^^ = ^^1ae
	 (4.94)
(i+^e)(i^zae)
and the .elongational viscosity- is
k T)s = Sna	 (4. 95 )
(1 + A eXi -21\10
AAWI
r
Eq. (4.95)-indeed predicts that as the rate of elongation
e" increases, the elongational viscosity increases as Well.
All
	
	
Note, however, that when the velocity gradient is not re-
garded as a constant, as is the case in the present. work,
the omies_ion of .the stress gradient terms T, and T'' is no
longer justified. In fact, in the absence of inertia and
surface effects, the momentum equation of (4.30) reduces to,
1	 T	 a `frO -_ 0 (4. 96
from.; which
V (T	 - T (4.97)
to From eq. (4.97) it is clear that - the terms in . eqs .. (4.73a)
r ^.Y
..........
r 1
I
k3
f.
1
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and (4.73b) which involve the stress gradients TZ Z and Trr
are of comparable magnitude to tic other terms and, hence,
can not be omitted (as is the case in steady extension).
Steady extension, indeed, constitutes a highly specialized
description of a filament under tension. Consequent-ly, anal-
ogies between steady extension and the behavior of liquid
filaments in spinning_ processes are not necessarily obvious.
Thus, whereas in steady extension fluids of the Oldroyd type
can exhibit an increasing elongational viscosity, in the more
general case considered in the present section, the Oldroyd
fluids exhibit the opposite effect and, hence, can not be
regarded as proper representatives of viscoelastic fluids in
spinning process. A word of qualified reservation should,
however, be added: Since the present analysis is based on the
simplifying assumptions of (4014), it is possible that a more
rigorous analysis might lead to different results. However,
inasmuch as the present analysis constitutes a reasonable
151
'r 4.6 DISCUSSION
br' The analysis of the mechanics of spinning, presented in
•I
the forgoing pages, is based upon constitutive equations which
describe fluids. This is not to say that the materials which
r	
'
are processed industrially to farm fibers are real fluids.
^t
Indeed, under actual spinning conditions the filament develops
structural:...anisotropy and exhibits solid-like characteristics
[56]. However, the principal arm of this study has been to
examine the limiting case in.which energy and mass transfer
a..
may be ignored and, under these circumstances, to ascertain
	
.	 the effect of the inherent rheological properties of fluids
upon their spinnabil.ity. Other considerations, which admit-
y
tedly-are very valid, are beyond the scope of this study.
	
^;	 F	 Turning first .to the case .in which the filament fluid
is Newtonian. The results of the preceding analysis show that,
under typical spinning conditions, a Newtonian fluid-is spin-
nable only if its viscosity is rather high, i.e., of the
order of 105 poise.. However, it is very doubtful that such
a viscous fluid can be forced out of the narrow spinnerette
holes without the application of.an enormous pressure dif-
ference. For example, in order to maintain an average extru-
^:.,
lion speed of 100 cm/sec through a spinnerette hole.of - 210	 cm
T.
in radius, the necessary applied pressure should be of the
order of 10	 psi per 1 cm of nozzle length. It seems, therefore,
.E'
i_
Ay
A
}
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that without hardening the spinning of a Newtonian fluid is
not too realistic.
On the other hand, the mechanism of hardening makes it
possible to employ Newtonian fluids of viscosities which are
considerably less than 10 5 poise. In this case the fluid is
extruded at elevated temperatures or diluted in a suitable
volatile solvent. The resulting filaments subsequently at-
tain high viscosities due, depending on the spinning method,
to the fast cooling of the filaments, or due to the coag-
ulation mechanism. Under these circumstances, a Newtonian
fluid may form long filaments; this has been illustrated in
fig. 4.10 in which the viscosity increase due to hardening
has been described empirically. Indeed, it has been reported
that some polymers which are generally melt-spun exhibit
very small deviations from a Newtonian behavior [21, 351.
What are the effects of the non-Newtonian properties
on spinnability? It has been postulated before, and it also
appears from the present analysis that the dominant property
f, of non-Newtonian fluids which account for their superior
spinnability is the increase of the elongational viscosity
with the extension rate. Fluids for which the elongational
viscosity increases, strongly enough with;the extension rate
r153
hardening. In addition, non-Newtonian fluids are more suit-
able to the spinning process because of their shear thinning
property (decrease in the apparent viscosity with the shear
rate). This proper-ty makes it possible to extrude these fluids
at high speeds through the narrow holes of the spinnerette
without the application of an excessive pressure difference.
Three non-Newtonian fluids have been considered in this
work: The Reiner-Rivlin fluid, representing a viscoinelastic
fluid, and the two , Oldroyd fluids which are non-linear gene-
ralizations of the linear Maxwell fluid. Among these three,
rz.:	 only the Reiner-Rivlin fluid exhibits an elonaational vis-
cosity which increases with the rate of elongation. The two
Oldroyd fluids exhibit the opposite effect. Thus, a Reiner-
ic
Rivlinfluid of relatively small zero viscosity may form
1= long filaments without hardening provided that the increase
in the elongational viscosity with the elongation rate is
sufficiently strong (a large P 1 in . eq. _4.62). On the :other
hand, fluids obeying the constitutive equations of (4.63)
and (4.64), (corresponding, respectively, to Oldroyd fluids
k;
A and B) are even -less spinnable than a Newtonian fluid of
the same zero viscosity. Sine this is contradictory to the
physical evidence, the constitutive equations of the Oldroyd
fluids should not be regarded as proper representatives of
e:
1A--- Ink-
i1
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viscoelastic fluids in spinning processes.
Let us now examine typical spinning data. Fig. 4.14
shows the variation of the radius of a filament of Nylon 6
formed in 14elt Spinning as reported by Mark [33]. Fig. 4.15
shows the corresponding axial velocity variation along the
spinning way. The velocity profile of fig. 4.15 has been
obtained by means of the continuity equation (4.17). One
characteristic feature of these curves stands out, namely.,
that both velocity and the filament radius become nearly
uniform some finite distance awayfrom the wind-up roll. In
consequence, the velocity curve exhibits an inflexion point.
The same pattern exists in all the spinning data which has
been examined by the author. Now, there is. no doubt that the
spinning behavior exemplified in figs. 4.14 and 4.15 is
.largely duty to the enormous increase in viscosity, due to
hardening. Indeed, the region in which the velocity becomes
nearly uniform corresponds to a ,viscosity range where the
filament is, for all practical purposes, a solid. Our anal-
ysis of,the spinning of a Newtonian fluid, with the effect
r
of hardening included; also gave rise to a velocity curve
With a point of inflexion. The question is, since visco-
elastic fluids appear. to posses the property whereby their
r,	 apparent viscosity . inereases with the strain rate, is it pos-
sible that', the -type of'behavior shown in figs. 4.14 and 4.15
a	_
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could be a manifestation of this property? None of the non-
Newtonian models examined in the present analysis predicts
such results (in the absence of hardening). It is, however,
possible that the -,,jse of a more general constitutive equation
may lead to such results, but then, a more general constitu-
tive equation might° also make -the simplified analysis of the
forgoing pages no :Longer simple.
Although the present study has been confined to the
description of the behavior of fluids in spinning processes,
the principal conclusions reached here can also be applied
to the formation of liquid filaments under tension in general.
Thus, fluids which exhibit an elongationa.l viscosity which
increases with the rate of elongation would be capable of
forming :filaments under tension of lengths larger than the
corresponding filaments of fluids which do not possess this
property. Viscoela.stic fluids which apparently possess -this
property are, therefore, capable of forming filaments that
are appreciably longer than 'filamen ts of a. Newtonian fluid
I1
CHAPTER 5
THE CAPILLARY STABILITY OF A FILAMENT OF AN INCOMPRESSIBLE
SIMPLE FLUID IN STEADY EXTENSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The linear stability analysis of chapter 4 has failed
to account for the unusual stability of the thin filaments
of fluid which are formed during the break-up of a visco-
elastic jet.-Since the filaments have been observed to e-
longate and thin along their flight way, we have postulated
that their stable behavior might be related to the existence
of a state of axial tension in the filaments. It is the pur-
pose of this chapter, therefore, to examine the stability
of a liquid filament (which is under tension) relative: to
^tt
small surface disturbances.
The primary flow behavior of the filaments being un-
:..
e,
known	 it is first necessary to ass ign, a priori ,.^	 y	 g	 ^	 p	 9. a suitable
basic flow profile which is capable of describing the elon-
gation and thinning of a cylindrical filament of fluid under
tens ion. We have selected steady 'extension as the primary.
flow profile since it meets the above requirement and, in
addition, proves more amenable to the subsequent stability
r`q analysis than any o ther likely choice for a basic profile.
The rheological behavior of a filament fluid is assumed to
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be represented by Noll's theory of an incompressible simple
fluid T. The behavior of a simple fluid in steady extension
has been, determined by Coleman and Noll [12] whose results
are outlined, in the next section.
The analysis of the stability of a filament under tension
(relative 'to small, surface disturbances) requires knowledge
of the response of'the fluid to small perturbations which are
superimposed. on the primary steady motion. It has been shown
in chapter 2 'that this type of response is fundamentally dif-
ferent  'than the corresponding re sponse 'to small perturbationsP	 g	 P	 P
about a state of equilibrium. in section 5.3 we have, -there-
fore , developed constitutive equations which describe the
response of a simple fluid to small perturbations superposed
on steady extension. The development rests upon'the 'assump-
tion that the matrix of physical components of the super-
posed strain. rate consists only of diagonal terms all of
which are independent of the radial direction. The resulting
constitutive equations are linear in the superposed strain
rate and resemble the integral-strain rate relation of infi-
nitesimal viscoelasticit,y. However, in contrast to the latter,
the former relations involve several memory functions which
159t.
depend on the invariants of the primary flow. With the aid
of these relations, the stability of a filament of a simple
fluid relative to small surface disturbances is examined in
sections 5.4 and 5.5.
5.2 THE PRIMARY FLOW - STEADY EXTENSION
	 .
The steady extension of a cylin.dr.-al filament of fluid
is described by the following velocity components 	 41
V} — 6	 ,	 Vr _ - 2 r	 Ve = o	 (5.1)
It follows from eq. (5.1) that the filament retains its cir-
` -cular cylindrical shape at all times and that the length b(t)
. and the radius R(t) of the filament change with time
^ oaccording to
dt(t) = 6 Llt)	 ( 5.2a)
CL
d.R(t)	 _	 NO	 (5.2b)_
dt
o The stresses within.the filament depend on the rheological
properties of the filament material. Fora simple fluid
Coleman and No ll show that	 -
T. r= ^-k q e+ k .q	 • e2
	
5 3
_r	 l	 2	 (	 )
T	 = q • e + q -e 2 	 (5.4)z z
	 1	 2
 ) are materialwhere	 =	 (LI III) and q
	 "2(,"'Tql	 ql	 y	 2
R
functions of the second and third moments of the rate of
^r
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strain tensor, with IT and III given by
II	 (3/2)e 2 	III = (5/4)e 3 	(5.,5)
The form of the material functions q. l and q2 depends-on the
fluid under consideration and, in general, should be deter-
mined experimentally. 'thermodynamical considerations, however,
place a restriction on these functions in the form,
(3/2)q , e2 +` ( 5 /4)42 ' e3 >.	 0	 (5.6)1 
The above inequality is in consequence of the requirement
that the rate of power dissipation be non-negative.
The,equations of motion (in the absence of body forces) are
^. 'r-direction
r.5
^.
z-direction
1 5 8p	 C	 )
If the filament fluid is of sufficiently high viscosity, and
the extension rate "e" is small., the inertia can be neglected
w
in comparison with the contact forces. It then follows from
eqs.. (5, 7) and (5.8) that
t _-
p = p 	 (5.9)
At thefree cylindrical surface the normal component of the
x
stress is balanced by the stress induced by the surface
.r
tension force; i.e.
ra r 	 P + Trr	 T/R (t)	 (5.10)
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where T is the coefficient of surface tension. The effect
of the ambient pressure has been neglected. Combining eqs.
(5.3), (5.4) and (5.10) yields an expression for the total
tensile stress, S zz , in the filament.
S - -b+Trr -- R+ Tit - Trr
s^ -+ z 91 6 	 .^	 3 9^e	 ( 5.11)
. R	 4
For a Newtonian fluid
l0	 ^^	 O	 (5.12)I1
i
hence
S^^ = - R -^ *3 Z o e 	 (5.13)
For a viscoelastic fluid the material functions q 1 and q2
must be determined experimentally. Experimental results [1,	 31
indicate that the elongational viscosity defined as
F;
^'	 S^^/e 	 (5. 14)_.r ',
`
increases with the rate of extension "e" s It should. be
-' pointed, out that in the above cited experiments measure-
ments were made on fluids of a high zero viscosity. Under
these circumstances the effect of surface tension is expected
to be negligible. Nonetheless, on the basis of many qualita-
tive observations of the behavior of viscoelastic flu id
under tension it is reasonable to assume that;	 rq T 	 would be
an increasing function of the extension rate over a wider
range of conditions. In any event 	 we would expect that the
,:
........	 ..sue	 ._.._,...	 ;.
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5 ^.3	 ESPOI SE Off' A SI LL FLUID. TO SMALL 'PERTURBATIONS
SUP ERPOSED ON'STEADY EXTENSION
We consider small perturbations superimposed the:on
primary  stead	 extension -, such - that 4
 r
via - e	 -	 v	 (,t) (s.ls)
.: where , vo 	is the perturbed axial velocity acid is . assumed "to
..w
;
be independent of the r*tdial direction. With v® _ 0, it
follows from the continuity equation-that
r	 ,f ra ^.;A RV'
•=
yr	 y e	 P,	 a V (5.16)
TMJ°!	 _vim
• r
fir The physical components of the , rate • ,of-strain , tensor 'D can
t	 r., mg
thus be written -as 
r	 ,z
D  
	 Do ^^, 	 1.7^rK M
_where
O
.^	
0	 -e	 o (5. 18)w ,w
®	
Y
z
t
.«.,._.---•^•-.,..+e.' :,wuw^,,+•...r—.' mac'
	
^	 "''	 ^^^	 __
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and	 o
a-^	 z a^^
-.a 0
	 	
(5.19)
r ^v	 a	 ^. aV0
The order of magnitude of the terms appearing in eq. (5.19)
can be estimated as follows
Am
Ov! = 0^ vo	 (5.20)
where	 is a. measure of the nave length of a typicalg	 Yp
disturbance and V0 is a. characteristic velocity which,
for the pKasent purpose, need not be specified. The off-
diagonal terms in e .
	
5.19	 are of magnitude of the order
of
Y° ^^V	 — 0
	
R	 ® 1 	55.21)
.Y
Now, if	 all ties	 e wage len ^th of a typical distur-
bance is inch larger than the 'radius R of - the unperturbed
filament, it follows from eqs o (5.20) and (5.21) that
OV
.r a-	 ( 5.22)'
and	 fence	 e .
	
5.19	 may be approximated  by
s. 
j
ts
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_ a V115: 	 p	 p
a 
p =	 0	 - aVz	 0	 (5.23)
0
0	 .0	 I a V-
a^
The subsequent development applies to the case in which both
eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) hold.
Let Gt (t°s) be'the relative strain history associated
with the entire motion as described by egs. (5.15) and (5.16),
and let Gt (t-s) be the history corresponding to the primary
steady extension, The difference betwenn these histories
	
Go (t ms) = G t (t -s) - Gt (t -s)	 (5.24)t
corresponds, therefore, to the perturbed motion.
Turning now to the description of the stresses. Let T be the
deviatorie stress of the primary motion and T°, the deviatori,c
stress generated by the superposed purturbations. In accord-
ance with Noll's simple fluid-theory, the present value of
1
the deviatoric stress is given by
^w
TT	 CGt(t -S)i 	(5,25)
N	 S_6
CO
where	 is a functional which maps tensor-valued functionsSa o
into tensors. We assume that, for some suitable measure of
rVwl
'	 the norm of Gt(t-s),	 of eq. (5.25) can be expanded
about the primary history G t (t-s). The resulting expansion
j
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yields an expression for the stress in which the lowest-
order terms corresponds to the primary historyG t (t-s) and
the next term is linear in the perturbed history Gt(t—s).
Higher-order terms have not been considered. Thus,
E
	
T(t) = 7[9-t (t- S)] + SY	 ^G	 ct-S) ; Gt J
S-o	
S's
so that
ao
S=O 
I ^^t (t - S)l
and
(5.26)
(5. 27)
TO — JI I	 t - S) Gt^	 (5.28)
r	 S=o
In the above expressions	 are Frechet differentials
s^o
[11, 14] , linear in Go (t -s) . The dependence of	 on thet	 s =©
primary history GT (t-s) amounts to a dependence on the
basic invariants of the primary motion or, equivalently, on
the steady rate of extension "e". Thug
aT	 Ccr6(t-s) ; el 	 (5.29)
r	 gip
It can be shown [11,, 14] that under suitable conditions eq.
(5.29) can 'be represented as an integral relation in the
form
as
r	 -®	 M (S; e)° Gt 	 (5.30)
c,
N'.
_	
µ
ii
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where M(s ;e)- [Gt (t-s)3 is a linear transformation of symmet-
F-
ric tensors into symmeric temmetric tensors. In the index
notation eq. (5'.30) can be expressed as
0
0
M 1 j	 s ; e) GI_'.* 9 (t - S) d S	 (5.31)
0
We shall now obtain a simpler form of eq. (5.31) by
utilizing some of the kinematic relations given in section
1.3. Recalling that N(t) (the deformation gradient function.
with respect to some arbitrary refernce configuration) and
r(t) (the velocity gradient tensor) are related by
DF _ F •
	( 5.32)
D
with,,  s y,
	
F(0) _	 (5.33)
	
R	 olet:
	
and r co respond, respectively, to the components
	
µµqq	 of the velocity gradient of the primary and the perturbed.	 _.
motion,, and let K° (t) be defined by
N
(5.34)N	 N
where the integration is considered `indefinite It follows
from as.q	 (5.32) < and (5.33) that
a
K°(o)
	
t
F M	 e	 e	 (5.35)
N
is
t
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In accordance with our basic assumpt ion leading co eq.	 (5.23)9
0
(t) and K0 (t) consist both of only diagonal terms; hence,
- + K°(d)
	- r t - 1(0 (t)
F	 (,t) — e	 e (5.36) 
By using the relation
F(T) Nt(T),F(t) (5.37)
we find that
-^ -f (t- r) -KO(t) -KOCOOW
t
and the right relative Cauchy ,-Green tensor C t (T) is given by
k
-2 ('(t-'r) - 2 K°(t)+ 2 K°('r)
^''("C)	 Ft('^)• Ft (K) 6 (5.39)
Thus, the history of the strain G
t
 (T) becomesr.. 
^= Y	 .,
__2 f (t-'^) - ^. K°fit) + ^. K^('^)
—'"
6r	 N L	 I*
V (5.40)w: N
a
or 	 by letting
h 5. (5.41)
G ( Or) becomes
2	 s - 2. K*(t) -j- 2 K (t - s)f
G7 jt -57 _^ - I (5.42)
jI
t} For small K® ( ) , eq. (5.42`) can be approximated by
- s#.t-s)= e r s D - 2 <0101I1 + 2 K°(t
	
s)] - I ( 5.43a)
;4-
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or
G (t - s) =
	 e 2r s [I- 2 k 6(t) + 2. I< 0(t s)a - I	 (5.43b)
N	 M	 PW	 N	 N
In the above , terms of order ( 	 ) (I , where (iK
0
 (	 is
some suitable norm of Ko ( ), have been neglected. From eq.N
(5.42) it is clear that the primary history Gt(t-s) (corre-
sponding to the case in which K°( ) = 0) is
Vol
	
Gt(t- s) = e	 (5.44)
0
The difference history G t (t-s) is therefore given byN
Gt(t - s) = Gt (t - s) - G-t (t - s) — ;Le	 rk°(t
-s) - K°(t)] (5,45)C.
Eq. (5.45) is now substituted in the constitutive equation
of (5.30) giving
T°(t)
	 M C s; e)• a	 [ K°(t -s^ - K°(t)1	 d sN
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or
m
Tit) _
	
(s, e)
	 DOU- 0 3 ds	 (5.49)
0
Eq.	 (5.49) will henceforth serve as the constitutive equa-
tion describing small perturbations superposed on steady
extension. It is convenient at this point to get expressions
for two of the components of the perturbed stress. Thus,
using eq. (5.23) ,
0
TIC	 Ti a
00
=
f(—
	
s^^ aV	 - 
	
aVa 
-^ a ^a33 ay	 dsa	 a	 a
0
_	 '(s,e)9V; ({ `s)dS	 (5.50)
o
where
I1 =	 ^till	 t f 1i'L	 -	 11'33	 (5.51)
Likewise
To, OV16	
GIs
331132	 —§3333
a^
a	 _
.: r
2,	 (s, e)	 a - s),ds	 (5.53)
.: o
^Y
where`
.:
^r
I
.^.
^, 23	 =	 Z 3311 -	 '3311	 ;^'^3333	 (5.54)
tl
., Further , let
. mot
..'j ..
z
I	 ^-
r.^
a
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.n
W ui	
M/y^W
T — Trr -=	 [ 	 — (s e)laV} Ct-stds1	 _.
0
W
T(s,e).;)v^ (t- s) cis
	 (5.55)
S"
The various components of	 are, of course, not all inde-
pendent. Thus, symmetry implies that
tjkl	 (5.56)
and
^ijhg = 10k	 (5.57)
The fact that T o is deviaroric also requires that
1
	iskR — 0	 (71158)
Other consistency relations between the components of e^
may still be obtained. However, for the present pYirposes,
eqs. (5.50) , (5.53) and (5.55) in their present form are
deemed sufficient.
Note that for a Newtonian fluid of viscosit yt	 y
Try	 ° ?jo a--V^	 (5.59a)
and
0	 0
°`:	 T}	 '^°^d, ^Ve 	(5.59b)
so that
0T-n - Trr — 3'70 2 Vt
a7
Also, when e = 0, eq . (5.55) reduces v.o ,
Tea - Trr = '3 V(S) a VA(t- s) cis
a^
(5.59c)
(5.60)
where `2 (s) is the relaxation function of infinitesimal
viscoelasticity whose Laplace transform is
ke -►^  (d)	 ( 5.61)
^(d) is the complex viscosity of eq. 	 (2.3).where ^
5.4	 SOLUTION OF THE. DYNAMIC EQUATI0NS
We summarize below the basic assumptions which have
guided the development of the previous sections
-<
a) The inertia of the primary flow is negligible.
o
' b) IaW @V- _	 .
c) At all t imes the wive length of a typical disturbance
is much larger than the unperturbed radius of the
o
filament; this implies -that 	 Vf >> Wr
d	 The disturbances are axisymmetric.
e) There are no interactions with tie surrounding medium.
In view of these assumptions, we could employ here the mo-
mentum balance of the previous chapter (dealing with spin-
ning) which have been developed under similar circumstances.
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A	 Thus, using eq. (4.27), the momentum equation becomes,
pv^ ay (R + )^	 2 (- + Tvo (. R+ t)^ - p aY- (R+ )'`
a^	 2	 a^	 2 '	 at	 ^,
(R + o Try (-P + TBt) ^
	 5.62
D "A V.
 =	 z t is a small disturbance superposed on the
surface of the filament. It is assumed that at all times
<< R (5.63)
The boundary conditions at the free surface of the filament
' are
IVY Tr y - C- h+TU)
- zN^ a (5.64)
f-0 +'Trr 1 =	 2H Cr (5.65)
:j where
2H a-	 -a, (5.66
R+
'cr!
or, by expanding the first term on the right of eq.	 (5.66)
in terms of	 t/R and neglecting-second-order in t/R,
it ..
_ 2H o' = -	 t	 ('t -+. Rya (5. 67)R	 ^-
In addition, the following dynamic equation holds at the
free surface of the jet:
QC R+^` ) - Vr
ilr=R+t;
(5.68)
:. pt
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or
dR	 V-*	 (5.69)
d 	 at	 a-A	 ^,	 a
Substituting eqs. (5.64) and (5.65) into the equation of
motion of (5.62) yields
(R j- + P aV, (P.+)	 Trr +1Ncr) lR +^)^
a -z	 2.	 at 1 a^	 2 J
2 Ho' (R+Oat	 (5,70)
a^
S-abstituting into eq. (5.70) the following expressions
Vj	 ez + G	 (5.71x)
^^^ = e	 + a low (5 7lb)
to T}} — Tia + Tip (5.71c)
TV-'r T, r (5.7 ld )
r
.^ and equating 	 terms in the perturbed quantities
gives the following expression for the equation of motion of
the perturbed flow:
PR'`'(
aV^ + e-i ay	 + e v; 1 = R(-t -Tirir 7, _t + ^'Ti
o
a ( Tip -Trr
at	 a Z az	 2 'a
R2 921 (5.72)3
Eq. (5.69) similarly yields -
o
+	 = _ R ay} -- e (5.73)
at	 Q
F ^.
fi
M..R
_w _
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For convenience, let
T - T-i-a - Tv- r	 (5.74a)
so that
T _ T}-1 - Trr	 (5.74b)
and
0	 ,9T =
	
Tz0 ^ - Trr (5.74c)
Eq.	 (5.72) thus becomes
&kv;,2 eiav;at	 91	 al	 a az	 2`5 z 3
r _
(5.75)
In the above equation
T _
	
.91e 
+ i	 e (5.76)
and T° is given by eq.	 (5.55); i.e.
T	 (.s, e) 	 (t - s)d s =	 aV (5, 77)
0
"Eq._ (5.73) , written in the form
o 2- Qt + e^ at -^- - (5.78)
at	 R	 at	 a
can be used to eliminate from eq. 	 (5.75) terms which involve
vZ	 and	 avo/a z . For this purpose, eq.	 (5.75) is first
differentiated with respect to z. Substituting eq.	 (5.78)
a into the resulting equation yields (after a considerable,.
manipulation) a partial differential equation involving
thee=s:urfAce-. perturbation	 only:
I
i
4
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a ^ + t e at + 2.e ^ a' + 4 e''-i a! + e`a''aa't + 4 ez ^ + T a m +
a t	 a t	 a at	 a	 a	 a"a
*( z St + e ^ a't ^ s e a^' t + a"(G^at + -R 9!a	 (5.79)
Fa 	 5 T3 ^ a	 a l
Eq. (5,79) is a linear partial differential equation with
1
coefficients which depend on z and t. A full solution to
this equation can not be obtained at present. However,
a reasonable approximation can be-readily obtained by noting
that the only coefficients which depend on time appear in
+^ car
the last term on the right of eq. (5.79); i.e.
Cr
	 a''	 + R ail
a1R	 a^^	 a^4
where R = R(t) =exp.(-et/2). This term represents the action
of the capillary force which indeed depends, at any moment,
on the radius R of the filament,_ However, for small values
of "e" 9 an approximate solution can be obtained by treating
R as a running parameter.and gett^ng . solut ons to eq.	 (5.79)
for different values of R.
With R considered as a constant, the stability question
can now be completely determined by obtaining the solution
w' to equation (5,79) which holds in the vicinity of z _ 0. It
- will subsequently be'shown'_that the characteristic equationtie,
L
Mme
.....
v
-e	 ._...._	 a.,._	 «..__..	 .
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thus obtained is not restricted to z = 0 	 but holds identical)
at any position z # 0 along the filament. Accordingly, in the
vicinity of z = 0 the solution to eq. 	 (5.79) is of the form
(5...80)
S
where d and k. can be interpreted, respectively, as the growth-
rate and the wave number of a disturbance wave. Substituting
eq.	 (5.80) into eq.	 (5.79)	 (with z = 0) yields
d 4 CL[	 2c e) k + 3e ]e j2h + v-k"(t - k'2p-2) - -r -j (d, e) Qe -- s e2
(5.81)
where - rj (a e) , given by
CO®Oc s
(ot d e) =	 lr(s,e)e	 d 	 (5.82)
is the complex viscosity of the complex motion.
k;
Beforeroceedin	 to evaluate e	 5.81	 `P	 g	 q	 C	 )9 let us show
' that eq. (5.81) indeed represents the characteristic equation
.. at any point (z	 0) along the filament. For this purpose,
s ' the following change of variables is introduced.
x = z - l(t)
	
(5.83)
t"	 = t	 (5.84)
where L(t) is the distance of a particular material point
from the origin. The change of variables is illustrated in
w$
{ the following diagram in which the filament is shown at two
n t
u
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	 successive times:
r-0 X
1--> L
Z
I
X
Y
-O
s
Fig. 5.1 Change of variables.
In consequence of the change of variables
	
.ay*	 clL aV°
	
y	 a t e	 d a x
	
(5.85)
y
-v1*	 av	 (5.86)
a2	 ax
Eqs. (5.85) and (5.,86) are substituted into eqs (5.75) and
z.
	
a L	 (5.78) giving
,R
P_R^'	 _ d a v + e a v,* + e x a y + e v
	
R' ?. +
^at	 x	 x	 x	 a^.	 dt a	 a	 a	 x
^. o
	 a	 1 3
f ,. +. ax + 2 l a + a X 3	 (5 87)
Ir
aVr-d^,a^+ea^.eXa+ e
`	 (5.88)
	
.	 ax	 R at, dt ax	 ax z J
However, it follow. from eq. (5.2a) than
c( L	 e L
d t'
,a
_	
N
T
J
.i
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hence, eqs. (5.87) and (5.88) reduce to
^ avo	
o	
v	 _
; + e x ay^ + e po
	
— RTat e aT*+	 +.-(2Lk R^^^+	 (5.89)
^.	 at •
	ax	 ax IX ax	 1 	 ax a
ay-k _ — exat +e (5,90)
ax	 R	 at' ax
Eqs.	 (5.89) and (5.90) are obviously identical in form to the
1=' corresponding equations in the original variables z and t;
i.e.	 eqs.	 (5.75) and (5,78). 'Therefore, if we proceed along
y the Game steps which have been taken before, we would obtain
at x = 0 (and, hence, at z = L) a characteristic equation
which is identical to (5.81). Since L(t) has been chosen ar-
bitrarily, the characteristic equation of (5.81) must, there-
fore
.,, hold at any point along the filament. That is to say,
the growth of an funstable disturbance and its corresponding
U_
wave length are unaffected by L(t) and are identical in
Y
value anywhere along the filament.
Note that the equivalent of eq. (5.80) in the new var -
iables is
edt +i 	 ( 5 .91)k
or
ot.^ — ^ ^t L Ct) ^ ` k
e	 (5.92)
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e
irrelevant to the stability question.
5.5 THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUAT-ION
For convenience we rewrite the characteristic equation
C', +^ ( ry (a^ 	 +3e1= Tk + ar k '1 (L-k'1R') - .E ^ ((aloe- Te2	 (5.81)L P	 ^"	 a` ^ 4pR
Note first that when e = 0, eq. (5.81) reduces to the charac-
teristic equation which has been previously derived for a.
cylindrical filament at rest (8.22), i.e.
0 ^ 
+326' 2d - cTk^'tl ^ ^t^ ^^^	 (5.98)
P 2.P R
To facilitate a comparison between eqs. (5.81) and (5.93),
we cast them in the following  f¢armo
	
_..,	 01L-	 - ka S (ol,@)e - T 1 - s e^ 	 o^^ ^ ) k2' _4-. 3e	 (5.94)r	
p 1.
	
J.
^
t	
Ot,^ -	
a 3, (d^ ^^'
	 (5.95)
	
^	
P
	
14-1	 where I denotes the quantity
k2Rl- ,	 (5.96)2YR r
Note that T > 0 since it has been assumed that kR « 1.
Consider first the case of a Newtonian fluid: for which
	
f'	 ►? (d ^)	 3'q
	
(5.97)
and
	
a^	
I
T	 3i?, e	 (5.98)
	
;.	 4
:':
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Eqs. (5.94) and (5.95) therefore become
ke	 L	 3 e)	 (5.99)
d'' 	oc 3 , k 2
	
(5.100)
(the tom S e 2 , being always of secondary magnitude, has been
4
omitted). In fig. 5.2 both sides of eqs. 	 (5.99) and (5.100)
have been plotted as functions of	 oc (for fixed values of k
and R). In this figure, the solid straight line represents
the right-hand ,side of eq.	 (5.99) (a filament under tension,
e	 0), while the dotted line corresponds to the right-hand
side of eq.	 (5.100) (a filament at rest, e = 0). From this
figure it is clear that the magnitude of oL corresponding to
a filament under tension (point _1 in fig. 5.2) is alb
smaller than the corresponding eigen value od for a. filament
at rest (point 2 in f1g. 5,.2). Furthermore, whereas a fila-
ment of a. Newtonian fluid at re st in unconditionall y unstable,
a filament of a Newtonian fluid undergoing steady extension
may be completely stable as long as
`f.	 e	 >	 (5.101)
_P
. or	 equivalently^	 q	 Y
9 i2,e >e cr	 (5.102)
f However, since a filament in steady extension thins contin-
A ually, the value of R decreases and the inequality of (5.102)
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will eventually be reversed. The filament will then become
unstable and subsequently break-up into droplets. The
relative magnitudes of d for a filament of a Newtonian
fluid in steady extension and at rest are also compared in
fig. 5.3 in which a portion of the plot of of vs. k2 is shown
for a fixed value of R. The figure indeed shows that as the
value of "e" increases, the entire spectrum of eigen values
d decrease in magnitude.
Thus, on the basis of the above results, one would expect
that the stability of a Newtonian filament (relative to small
surface disturbances) would be enhanced when the filament is
subjected to axial tension. Is there any physical evidence
which could corroborate this conclusion? Admittedly, conclu-
sive evidence does not exist, however, two qualitative ob-
servations might be cited in support of the above results.
The first observation was made by Donnelly and Glaberson [20]
who noted that the break-up length of a Newtonian jet which.
is ejected vertically downwards is considerably greater than
the corresponding break-up Length for a horizontal jet. The
higher stability in this case might be due to the axial ten-
sion to which the jet is subjected in consequence of the
action of gravity. Perhaps amore convincing argument is
K	 r
offered in fig. 5.4. Pig. 5.4 is a photograph of a thin fila
meht (of the order of 10' cm in diameter) of a Newtonian
s	
t	 rf
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fluid (glycerine) which has formed during the break-up of
a jet. The filament, - as shown, is undoubtedly under tension
caused by the weight of the lower droplet to which the fila-
ment is attached. Comparable threads of fluid have not been
observed during the break-up of horizontal Newtonian jets.
Further, the filament is considerably longer than the length
predicted by the theoretical-results for a filament at rest.
Turning now to the case of a viscoelastic fluid. It is
clear that the stability question depends on the relative
magnitudes of T and (ot,e)e Since both T and ^2(d,e) are
expressed in terms of unknown material functions, an explicit
solution to the characteristic equationcan not be obtained.
Further, since no information is available on the nature of
the complex viscosity ^ (c6 e) , evaluation of the character-
istic
	
equation can be made only by means of general conjec-
tures which rest, insofar as it is possible, on physical
a
experience. Thus, physical evidence indicates that
'^ = (3/Z)ql• e + ( 3 /4)q2- e2
t is an increasing function of the extension rate "e".
Therefore,
.3 —
7 > 3 To e	 (5.100
F where	 o is the zero viscosity of the fluid; i.e.
-
Lim,
	 =	 3 0	 (5. 104)
^ee -+ 
°	 a
11
1
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It has also been shown in chapter 2 that the complex visco-
sity which represents the response of viscoelastic fluids
to smal l perturbations superimposed on steady shear flow is
drastically different than the complex viscosity which de-
scribes perturbations near equilibriums In particular (in
reference to fig. 2.3),it has been noted that while the
absolute value of the latter decreases monotonically with
the frequency, the absolute value of the complex viscosity
of the superposed oscillatory motion can exhibit a maximum.
Further, the experimental results cited in section 203 show
that the curve of the absolute value of the complex viscosity
remains virtually "flat" over a wide range of frequencies
before "curving down" at the long end of the frequency range.
y Now, there is no a priori reason, of course, to expect that
the complex viscosity '^(of y e) which describes perturbations
` on steady extens ion  would exhibit a similar behavior.
However
.9 in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, it
is reasonable to assume that -q (d,e)e would be of comparable
 over some finite range  of al .magnitude to ^ 	 s Suppose,	  there-
fore, that we envision a situation in which; the filament
instability is dominated by a latent root o which falls
. within the range where
V, .. ^	 e lr ^^	 T	 ^ d^ e)	 (5. O5)
N
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In this case the characteristic equation can be approximated
by
ot
11
— I_ 3 -r k e _
	
.+ 3 e
	
(5.106)
2, p
	 p e19
Now, it follows from eq. (5 ° 105) that
T > 3'1,
therefore, in comparison to a filament of a Newtonian fluid
of viscosity izo , the viscoelastic filament would exhibit:i
a higher stability. This being merely a plausible conjecture,
=: r" it would be futile to elaborate on these results any further
without the benefit of any experimental data pertaining to
Vot,e). Nevertheless, the arguments presented above lend a
fi substantial support to our original assertion, namely, that
the observed stability of .liquid filaments which are formed
during the break-up of^	 P viscoela.stic jets is due to a stateJr_
of axial tension Vhich exists along the filaments.
.x
G
e•
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The behavior of a filament of a viscoelastic fluid
under tension and at rest has been studied. Three major
objectives have been pursued:
(1) The stability of a filament at rest with respect to
small surface disturbances.
(2) The formation of liquid filaments under steady state
conditions.
(3) The stability of a filament under tension relative
to small surface disturbances
The fulfillment of these objectives depends, a priori, on
the proper description of the rheological properties of the
filament fluid. Accordingly, a considerable attention has
been devoted to this aspect of the work with special empha
sic placed upon the description of small per t-urbations su-
perimposed on a fluid which is initially at rest or under
r,
going some primary steady motion.
The stability of a filament which is initially at rest
has been studied in reference to the phenomenon of the
r break-up of capillary jets6 The analysis closely parallels -
Veber's corresponding development for Newtonian jets which,
'•	
f indeed, constitutes a special ease of the present theory.
18$
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The response of the jet to small perturbations has been rep-
resented by the complex viscosity "(a) derived from Biot's
theory of infinitesimal viscoelasticity [51. This descrip-
tion is based on thermodynamic principles and is considered
a valid representation of any viscoelastic material in the
vicinity of equilibrium.
The results of the linear theory show that a jet of a
P
viscoelastic fluid which is characterized by a complex
viscosity that is bounded in absolute value, is less stable
x
than a jet of a Newtonian fluid of the same zero viscosity.
Experiments in weakly viscoelastic fluids confirm this re-
sult. However, data on fluids with more pronounced elastic
properties indicate that non-linear phenomena are dominating.
The disturbances appear as a series of large droplets con-
nected by random lengths of thin filaments of fluid which
z
thin continually with the distance eventually leading to the
1
3
N	 break-up of the jet. The formation and the unusual stability
of these filaments is not accounted for by the theorsetical
. results. Even in dilute viscoelastic solutions, the break-
up of the jet does not occur by the growth of clearly de-
fined waves, as is the case for jets- of Newtonian__ fluids.
The steady state behavior of a filament under tension
has been studied within the context of fiber spinning
190
P	 the principal aim of this study hqs been 'to ex -
wyaiti_e the spi:^ abill Itsi• of different fluids lit relation to
them	 rhi.00 ogical character. To this end, energy
and mass tra:nsfer between the filament and its surrounding
(which do-initiate an actual. spinning, process) has been omitted.
a
The problem has been further reduced to the case in which
the mechanics of the flow are predominantly gover—ned by the
balance of axial forces. The resulting solutions are, there-
fore, valid for situations  in which the variation of the
filament radius along the sp inning .may is small.
The results of this study show that a filament of a
'z Newtonl:an fluid of a size comparable. to that of a. !typical
syn.thetle fiber (produced in. most commierc i al. spinning prom
s, ces s es ) can be formed without hardening only if the	 is com
C
ry lJi
-sity of the fluid is extremely high . (10	 10	 poise^
ewtoniai flu'ds. in this 	 viscosity' ra ge can not, however,
be extruded through. the narrov spi.nnerette hoses without
the	 pp	 a t. r	 o	 enormous pressure  d i.f Terence . One 1,
_	 -therefore led 'to the conclusion that, without hardening, the
spinning of a filament of a. Newtonian fluid is not feasible.
a,
In the case of viscoelastic fluids, the analysis indi-
Bates that the dominant property which. accou^^t fora their
k
^x	 s ^n al^^lit	 is, the increase(physically observed)	 pry .- '	 p,	 y
s,
of the el,ongational< viscosity  with the elongation rate.
y
,r
r
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Fluids which exhibit a strong increase in the elongational
viscosity with the rate of elongation should, hence, be ca-I
pable of producing filaments without hardening. Because of
the relative complexity of the present analysis, the non-
Newtonian fluids which have been examined have been repre-
sented by simple fluid models. Of these, only the Reiner-
x	 n e o	 i n 1 viscosityRivlin fluid e hibits a	 1 ngat o a 	 which in-
creases with the elongation rate. The.two Oldroyd fluids
which have been examined exhibit the opposite effect-and,
i. hence, appear less spinnable than a Newtonian fluid of the
'• w
same zero viscosity. Since this is contrary to the physical
evidence, the constitutive equationsof the Oldroyd fluids
(eqs. 4.63 and 4.64) should not be regarded as proper rep-
resentatives of viscoe.la.stic fluids in spinning processes.
A more realistic description of the spinning of v sco0o
elastic fluids would, therefore,, require the testing of
other constitutive equations which, in.addition to their
conformity to the viscoelastic phenomena which have already
been understood, are also capable of exhibiting.an apparent
viscosity which increases with the _axial deformation rate.
Finally, although the present shady has been confined to the
.. description of the behavior of fluids in spinning processes,
Y the principal conclusions reached here can also be applied
st
to the formation of liquid filaments under tension in general.
1y
4:'
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Thus, fluids which exhibit an elongational viscosity which
increases with the rate of elongation would be capable of
forming filaments under tension of lengths larger than the
corresponding filaments of fluids which do not _possess this
property. Viscoelastic fluids which apparently possess this
property are, therefore, capable of forming filaments that
are appreciably longer than filaments of a Newtonian fluid
of the same zero viscosity.
In pursuance of the third objective, the stability of
a liquid filament in steady extension (relative to small
surface disturbances) has studied. The Theological behavior
of the filament fluid .has been represented by Noll ° s Simile
Fluid Theory. Constitutive equations Which describe the
response of a simple fluid to small perturbations superposed
on steady extension have been developed. The development
rests upon the assumption that the matrix of physical com-
ponents of the superposed rate of strain consists only of
diagonal terms all of which.are independent of the radial
direction. Physically this assumption corresponds to the
case in which the wave length of a typical disturbance-wave
i
is at all times much larger than the unperturbed radius
of the filament. The resulting constitutive ee •uati®ns are
193
stress-rate of strain relation of linear viscoelasticity.
However, in contrast to the latter, the former relations
involve several memory functions which depend on the primary
steady extension ratte "e".
The subsequent stability analysis, subject to several
simplifying assumptions, lead to a characteristic equation
which determines the stability of the filament. Accordingly,
the stability question is primarily dependent on a complex
viscosity ''Z (oc ,e) which arises from the constitutive equa-
Lions mentioned above. For a Newtonian fluid V a[ ,e) 	 319,
and the results of the analysis indicate than a filament
of a Newtonian fluid in_steady=extension is more stable
;r
than the corresponding filament at rest. For a viscoelastic
fluid, definite conclusions can not be established since
no information is available on the nature of the complex
x
viscosity 'q (a ,e) . Based on. some general conjectures which
rest, insofar as it is possible, on physical evidence, the
present analysis does, however, indicate that a. filament of	 :.
a viscoelastic fluid in.steady-extension is appreciably more
stable than the corresponding filament of a Newtonian fluid
r	 ' and, naturally, more sable than-either a viscoelastic or
a Newtonian filament at rest. Thus, the theoretical ,analysis
shows that whereas a filament of a viscoelastic fluid at rest
^` is less stable than a Newtonian filament of the same zero
i1
1--l.
N^
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viscosity, the opposite effect is more likely to occur when
the filament is under tension.
One of the inescapable conclusions of this work is the
need for further intensive studies, experimental and theore-
tical, in the rheology of fluids. Any future progress in this
field depends on the existence of an extensive body of exper-
imental data and the availability of constitutive equations
which are capable of describing viscoelastic fluids over a
wide variety of flow conditions. For many years the bulk of
th-e work in the rheo logy of fluids has _ been confined to the
study of viscometric flows. Viscometric flows, however, con-
stitute a small class of simple motions and, as such, can
not furnish any significant information regarding the behavior
of viscoelastic fluids in non-viscometric-'flows, particularly
time-dependent motions Furthermore
., attempts to project the
results of viscometric flows upon the behavior of visco-
elastic fluids in general have created numerous misconceptions.
,r	 Thus for many years it has been a_ com- mon practice to predict
and interpret viscoelastic behavior in processes such as spin-
ning and film extrusion on the bas is of viscometric measure-
ments. In view of the vast differences in the behavior of
viscoelastic fluids in viscometric flows on the one hand and
in processes such as spinning on the other, the.'above.approach
4
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must be -=nsidared as totally erroneous. Furthermore, con-
stitutive equations which have been tested in viscometric
flows can not: be regarded, a priori, as reliable descrip-
tions of viscoela -tic fluids in general. This has been
clearly demonstrated in the case of the two Oldroyd fluids
which. have "be^_-ni examined in our study of the spinning pro-
cess. The present need calls for studies in new flow regimes
in which the properties of viscoelastic fluids can be widely
manifested and., hence, provide better opportunities to
i^ further our understanding ol. viscoelastic fluids
.a^
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